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ABSTRACT

Various methods for determining air change rates in a building space are

Kcritically Upvesigoes, en AIv& cocuslons am drawn 4M t6. 4:40..

Several buildings are used for thes determination of air change :*tt to

* potenticil shelter spaces by gravity circulation alone. The buld~nog voy

in size, use and configuration, and air circulation path~s are changed In

each building In an effort to determine optimum conditions for amvity ven-

tilation. An experimental test facility is used to check out and refine In-

strumentation, equipment, and procod"e.
i.
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PR EFVACE

The ventilation of a shelter is one of the major items of cost, particularly

* when existing spaces am modified for- use ca shelters. It Is recogntize&

from the basic physics of air movem~ent that heat in occupied spaces, under

certain building configurations and with the advantage of common vertica

ducts, offers opportunity for a certain amount of natural circulation.

Therefore, if sufficient quantities of fresh air entered a spce by n~~

Means, the problem of ventilating that space in caow of power failure

would be reduced considerably. It would also be possible to eliminatee-

pensive filtration equipment which is normally needed when a mechanical

systin with high velocity intake Is provided.

* The current shelter incentive program and the current shelter progr which

9 the federal government Is funding will hove aosigniricont ouvnt of elct

devoted to the venti lotion problem. The Office of Civil Defense Is there-.

two, deeply interested in g9t1ing answers. to the ventilation problem. 2
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

With Information relating to the need of human beings fcw specific cans-

dit tons oi the atmosphere has beon accumulated over the years. Theme

conditions involve temperature, humidity, air movement# oxygen# carboun

dioxide and other gaseous content, as well as the lnteu-dependenee of

those factors. The tolerance ranges for these conditions have been dater-

mined for various levels of comifort and far many occupancy conditions.

However, tolerability or the consequences of prolonew expowue to

* environmental extremes outside of the "comfort zow hav, rot been

* precisely defined, particularly with respect to the effects of ao. and stat

of health.

There is also a considerable amount of Informtation available retatinq to

the oethods by which ambient temperature, humidty, air movment* and

gaseous content are ciantrolled. These methods apply to both open cal

Closw spaces, and Involve both reveneative and nont-regenerative syste.

informaton concerning the effect which huamns, animails, equipment ord

fnackines produce an the enviroen Is Chso avoilable.

In practically all of the pertintent literature, in all of the controlled *"pI-

mentotton, mnd in all of the published! ctioeria "eaIng with irowi~lv, shelton

41I



up to this time, the need for fresh air has been satisfied by bringing that

air in from outside the building. (Figure I clarifies air flow terminology

used in this report.) This has aead a number of prclmi which hove

required ingenious, costly, and sometimes undesirable solutions. In order

to exclude contaminated particles from a fallout shelter, for example, it

is frequently necessary to provide screens, protection boxes, special Intake..

terminalsand/or filters. Filters, in turn, have created special problem o

space, shielding, replacement, and disposal. Power equipment, in oddition

to being costly, also Imposes a heavy load an the ventilation sysm for Its

own air supply and exhaust, and cooling requlrements.

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this sNdy Is to consider natural ventilation system in certan

protected spaces In selected buildings. The project objectlves arer on,

to develop reliable techniques for measuring the natural Infka of freh and

inlet air to large shelter spaces; two, to make pI ot studies of naftal ve-

lotion phenomena In typical spaces designoted for shelter se in eistsing

) . structures; and three, to Investigate practical meatr of improving ventilotion.

SCOPE

The project Is keyed Into the current shelter Identification system and the

shelter survey program, whereby o shelter space mt hove t lw a potential

occupancy of 50 persons to qualify a a community shelter, such to be morkd

and stocked by the federal government for that occupancy. The space will

have a floor area of at leas 500 squae feet. TI specific project is U1mited1

2
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EXHAUST AMR FRESH Alt

OUT TEST SPACE NE
AIR+A

*SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF AIR FLOW qIkCUIT

Deiniton of Tenuu

INLET Alt - any Olt which Chief* the felt space at the inlet.

OUTLET AlR - Ott ejected froln the toot "pce at the oulet,

FRE SH All air entering the Wuilding htoon the outside.

EXHAUST AIR * It ejected from the bulding to the oulsldae.

CIRCULATING AIR -any flow* o i within the building.

Figut I
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generally, to multi-story buildings because of the. enhanced. potential for

effective shelters against fallout in such existing spaces. Thernature! ven-

i 'lotion of an isolated at a typical underground snle-papase setr will

not be considered. The problem is complicated by t" fact that the space

must be studied in relation to the total building system and to the ufcV

labyrinth of vertical ducts.

CLIMATIC RANGES

AllI work was conducted on the cac"u of The Pennsylvania State Univeusity,

located in the rolling hills of central Pennsylvania (Borough of Stat* College,

* Pennsylvania), at approximately 410 wwcth latitude. Tests were conducted

during the spring and summer mon whilto outdoor temperatures ranged be-

*tween 45Fgani 8S F.

GENERAL WORK SCHEDULE

Within the time available, a limited variety of building ulttolloa was

investigated. In every clae, the emaenial ingredient was a space which

would serve adequately as a commnunity shelter with a minimum of alter

lotions at MMdIfcation.l

Ck.#;JetobI. time was allocated in the fIrt 5wt buding; for developing a

workaoble procedure ond for checking out test equipment. Once that procee

had beea refined and settled, the time spent In an actual teat series could

then be limited to two or three w**6u. Soe of the buildinop consideted
were suitable for mttore serlu of lest, with changed conditions each

* 4



-~ . .timre, while others were of such s'mpie arrangemnent that a single series of

tests would suffice.

The first test building ued was a high rise dormitory (Building No. 1), a

ple descripatio of waich es given in Chapter 3.

• ."

I. The next buildinig (Building No. 2) was a three-story classoom-laboratory-

: office building with a full basement and a partial sub-bosument. The sub-

basement was wed for the test space. A full desription of this building.t,

contained in ChaWper 4.

The third building (building No. 3) was another dormitory of 5 stories plus

basebment with a potexnial shelter sWace In the basement quite different from

that In Building No. I* This building was unoccupied during the ummwre,

and therefore, wa used for a variety of tests without interference of people,

extOneous ventilation or artificial heat. Also, worm summer cooditions

redued the air density difference of the stocks which resulted In a reductIon

of air circuloijon. For these reasons, the results of experiments in this

building were more dependable and more meonhgful than those gained from

, Building No. 1. A complete descriplion of Building No. 3 Is contained In

Chapter S.

BASIC PROCEOIAES

The Ixoblem was emnilly that of moving a eau of air through o space

without benelit of mechonical equipment. The lest &e used In the pro-

Joe, which happened to be all below ground, were selected by virtua of

4.' .,
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* their sheltering properties. Occupants in a space will generate heat and

moisture, and the heat con be utilized to provide the circulation to ven-

tilate that space. i was, therefore, simply a motte of. providing apat 

for air to flow from the test space to the remaining volume of the building I
and to permit the heat, humidity and carbon dioxide to be dissipated. Air

I.

firm the larger volume could then recirculate to the test space. This is

essentially a closed circuit, but It Is recognized that normal infiltration

into the building will occur through the cracks In windows and door

assemblies, and to a very minor degree, through the well construction. The

quantity and probably consequences of radioactive particles entering these

cracks through infiltration Is a subject that needs further study. Cracks

around pipes, ducts, pe'tition walls and extraneous vents within the test

spaces were sealed in order that more accurate remlts could be obtained

for stock effects under controlled conditions.

The ielected test spaces were equipped and Instrumented to simulate

occupants. A criterion of ton square feet per person was generally used so

that a test space of oppioximately 1000 square feet would accommodote 100

person. Heat was generoted and dispersed within the room on this baits.

6



- CHAPTER 2
I~

INSTRUMENTATION AND EQUIPMENT

ENERGY INPUT TO THE TEST SPACE

1. Sensible heat:

for sensible heat Input, banks of I00 and 200 watt tame. were used. Thsm'

provided heat at the rate of 150 to 200 Btu's per person per hour a needed,

the amount being varied m the roam conditions changed and asn

individual would vary his heat dissipation between latent and sensil .

* 9Basis for this distribution Is available in an article by Achetiboch, PUIllipe

and Drapeou, with 9 summary given in Table I which follow.

Each bank of lamp (Figure, 2) hadoa potential output of3000 Rtu's per

hour. In order to avoid high Intensify point sources the lamp were dleWJed

*with reflective aluminum covers and the entire baAk enclosed wItha a per-

forotd aluminum screen. The bonks wmre quite evenly distributed ensue

the tost space to simulate tw dispeulson of occupant.

The power to qvteote this 120 volt single phase lamp was metered. Aliso,

all other electrical equipment which Gdded to the snaible h cd wa

* mete"e.

1. Achrbach, P. R., Phillips, C. W., Dtapeou, F. J. J.:.
* ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A SMALL UNDER-

GROUND FALLOUT SHELTU. ASHAU Journal, Vol. 4. No. 10

pp 21-28, Jon. 192.

7
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Tablel I

NORMAL HEAT DI SSIPTIMli 151

PER PERSON PER HOLIR

SHELTER TEMP., SENSIBLE LATENT TOTAL
DEGREES F HEAT HEAT

70 300 .100 400

75 250 150 400

80 200 200 400

85150 250 400

90 100 300 400

FromASRAE JOURNAL Vol. 4, No. 1# Jan.* 1962.

2. Lnierot Inch

W/O* was oded to the test s"cc by evaporating wotet Irmn barrels

Ploced In th, room. A 55 sullon bartel vxs filetd with city wter ond

placed an an elevated Platform mounted on 0 Platform setle. the Water

was weig9d und then fod as reqired to htmidiflev bwrels, one of Which

is *16ftaled (Figre 3). The water level was held constanst in, those barrels

by 0flc m1#td feed water valves. imotersion type reitoanct heters

.4.. ~wr used to evaporate the **let. Power to Operate the heot#rs Was

meeted 01d recorded..'*



I ~The weight of the 55 gotllon water supply d&.m was recorded beOMe end

I *after the addition of water. By this means, it was possible to leep a

* recotd, of the amounlt of water evapoarated per hour and the emog equim&

to accomplish the evaporation. From the collected data, it wai then

possible to calculate the quAnty of latent heat supplied to the test spac.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

Air temperatures were measured by means of copper-constontan thermiocouples.

These were connected to a recording potentiometer (Figure 4) which mecaupred

and recorded the entering air, room air, anxd leaving air temperatu every

hoor. Surface temperatures far walls, ceiling and floor were measued neA

recorded every hour by me of another potontlomiete circult.

HUMIDITY MEASUREMENT

1.* Automatic psyctwcmeten

A specially corutructed wo.omatic. psychrometer (Vlgure 5) wmurd and te-

corded on the air tempeiretue powetiometer, the dry bvib end wet bulb man.

Petahures ot Inlet mid outlet to the test "*ac. Thea measwements wene aod&

once each howr. The relative humidity and moisture gain iwthe rowm wee

then determined with the aid of a psychrometick chstt.

2. Hygro-thermwoph

* Hygo-themowpha 0igae 6) weeplacedoat the *atrance &Wd **t of th

*test spa Inder tooan a e elnd cntwurecordf the lale

and outlet air temperatutes owd kmwdtles.
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EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE

When temperature and humidity readings Indicated steady-state internal

cn fdltons, it was consided that thertmal equilibrium Wo been eataIlls .
The upper effective temperature limit was abitrarily set at 85 F on the bob

of existing data from controlled experiments (Refer to Reference 7 in the

bibliography). This permifted a variation of wet bulb and dry bulb candittw.

For exnmple, if the dry bulb were limited to 90 F, the wet bulb would be

limited to 82 F under a practically static air movement of 20 feet per Minuet

(Figure 7). The relative humidity at this condition would be W0%.

WEATHER DATA

Weather data available from the University Weather Statlon, located wlthl.

a mile ron all test buildings, Include the following

o. Ambient tempemathue

b. Wind velocity ,,

t. Wind diractloo

d. Geneaol weather condition, .e., tain, cloudy, et. .,

e. Total olar todlonlon

f. Precipitation,

g. Relative "Idlty

This data was obtained os needed for the vowlou tests. An attempt was

made to find tome corelotlon between cutide weothr cors4tlm ond

chWngS In intenal conditions wilO the test ifpaes. If such a COrreofl.o,

do". elt, it is not apparent in the |ihted but vatied tests ronucoctd I[

to

• i, i10
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K.j{this reseotch ~poie.An expantion nbe found, perhaps, in the fact

tha th tme voifale id ot pemi m xteiv seiesoftess nmy one

building with changes of onsly ofe of 03e numerous vodrobles. A typical plot

of external -internal environmental 'coi~tions (Fiure 8) shows a general

lock of correlation,

METHODS OF MEASURING AIR CHANGE RATES

1. - TRACER GAS DECAY METHMD

General principles of tracer ga elnquo:

The air change rate of on enclosure if dafined as the ratio of the hourly rate'

at which air enters (or leaves) the enctesure to the volume of the enclosure.

Equipment which uses the tracer ga tecW"qu was employed in many fests

on this project'to determine the air chlqe rate.

The amount of decoy In tracor gos concettration In the test space Pet unit

time Is numerically equal to the amount of tracer gas leaving the space with

the outlet air In the some unit time, 1l* can be expressed b6y the foraulet

-Vdc NVC*f I) ~

where V -Volume of the spac, cubic fWe
C -Concentration of tracer Cos ot time t, ppm
N - Number of air changes per howr
I Tim*, howe

with C -C ott-O, 16 so~'on of equation (1) I

N Ic n~

Equation (2) states that the number of ok chonges occurring during tim t Is

equal to the natural logari thm of tfe ratio of the lnJ Hal tracer gms conceo-

to
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"I * tration to the concentration at the end of the time interval. The rate of
ventilation can then be calculated by multiplication of V, the volume of

the space, and N, the number of air changes per hour. Typical decay

curves are illustrated (Figure 9).

The main function of any equipment used in employing the tracer gas decOY

method of determining air change-rate is to Indicate the concentration of

the tracer gas in the test space as a function of time. There re many

methods available for obtaining this result and several of the best methods

were employed during the various tests in this prolect. In general, the

toxicity of the gases suggested for use in this work can be ignored, except

* i] for the simple but important precaution of preventing any contact of Fre

with hot plates, boilers and other high temperature surfaca.

A. PORTABLE INFILTRATION METER

I General information.-

The basic tracer gos equipment used for this project was a Portable Infiltration

Meter on loan from the Notional Bureau of Standards where it was developed

by Mr. Carl W. Coblentz, Mechanical Engineer. The Portable Infiltaftos

Meter utilizes the change in thermal conductivity of the mixture of air and

tracer gos as the method of measuring tho change in tracer Va concenhWotn. 4'4

Helium serves as a very sotlsfoctory tracer gas since ilt thermal conductivity

is sl times that of air, and a small change of ctcen*rfation of helium o oir

causes a readily detectable chane In thermal conducfivify"

19
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2. Senng. evices:

A sensing device, shown with control cabinet (Figure 10), is a small olunsi-

nmcylinder with two 5/8 inch l.~i. cavities symmetrically arrnged Came-

fully matched thermistors of the bead type an a glass probe are enelosed In

the cavities. one cavity is hermetically sealed whil th other has 3/"

Inch holes at the top and bottom of the cavity to permsit natural convection

air movement induced by the heated thermistor. A schematic cross section

of such a sensing device Is als shown (Figure, 1).

because of the higher conductivity of helium, heat transfer by conduction

Is greater in the cavity which contains the helium air n tuie. When the

,sening device Is heated, the thermin the helium air cavity will be

4191igy cooler thon that in the sealed cavity. since WI) chs In tem-

pecotuire produce a considerable change In the thermistor resistance, a

honge of helium onceriraton can be determined by olerving a difference

of the mistnce of th two thermistoe. by agtalang the ta thermlitor, In

tWecvitone Bridge circuit, the Ubtalonced eistace can be Used as a

meaSUre Of helium concentrwtt.

3.

e control cabinet houosing the bridge circuit tndcorl tquilpment for the

sesng devices (Figue 10 toperates on l volt o-chpwe rspply. A

schematic wiring dagratom of the apparatus, sowin g the pr aviy w

llll~y oolr ha tai n heseled€olt. inr4thell suly n i

", ern circuit an ne of the tol nsi* deVic circuits Is oleo #shu

(Flinwe 12).

21
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.i -Two 15K ohm resistors form the fixed legs of the Wheattone Bridge for each

sensing device.- Each bridge circuit is balanced with two 500 ,hm valdabbl

resistors connected in poarliet. One of them is connected kt series with a

fixed 500 ohm resistor to provide a coarse and a fine adjustment over a wide

range. A fl lteird 105 volt d-c supply for each sensing device circuit is

obtained by using a voltage stabilizer and a full-wave selenium rectif or.

A constant wattage network is required for supplying the thermistors. Line

voltage fluctuotions re reduced by means of a voltage regulator tube

OA3-VR75 With a 1000 ohm variable resistor and a switcWoard bulb

12-48-0 operating a voltage dropping resiston, changes In the bddg"

heater Crmnt we held to a miriawa.

A Led and Northrup galvanometer with a full scote deflection at 0.5 adcro-

anipes ;urroat serwi as on Indtor Two seiscinpe-lca

switches and the ncWoy shun) and volta"-dropping resitort Pmwiit 60e

gwuowmaris of the progtessive unbalance of the Whteot bridge dfstt

each soning device. This also permits imbm ent of the d-c output vo,..

of the cllfiw, the healing curtent of toch Sensing device, am It 0o1NS

•.Wevstg of the I6dit-.or when tot in operltion.

4. C)WOtl !i prxocedure N

For ai change tlae meuremetts, the coftol tabnef *s generally placed ..

outside th wit space wht the semiig devits ort *sueft4 0 #*I .

locations whin the soc.. Th heing €,.ev of eh n, de....

25 ,.



- - adjusted-and all components ore allowed to warm up to a steady-state COW-

dition. The bridge circuit is then balanced by adjusting the balancintg re-

sistors so that the indicor reads zero for each sensing deVtk wed. the W~.

Helium inr the amount of 0.6 percent of the total volume of the test space is

introduced into the space and thoroughly mixed with the air by me"w of

desk type foat. The progressive unbalance of the Wheatstom Bridge circuit

of each sensing device is then plotted an the semi -logarithmic paper and the

air change rate calculated by the use of equation (2).

5. Advantages of the Portable lrIn tration Meter:

a. Ready avai lability of equipment and gas to the researchen

on this project.

b. Relative convenience for use in an occupied building wimi

out causing discomfort or even awareness to th, occupmnt.

C, Relatively easy to operate.

D'Isadvantages of the Portable Infiltration Meter:

a. Non-recording, therefore requires manual manipulatian.

b. Requires a minimum of 30 mirautes to observe decay of oft

charge of helium after it has been Introduced Into Ohe tast

space

c. Becomes inoperative at high humidities.

d. Unsuitable for air change rates higher then 3 changes PM

hour.

26
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e. Only a limited number of checci can be mc'de of the air

* change rate during a given test period becaus, of the

necessity of allowing the test- spa air to became. cam-

pletely free of helium content between tests.

f. Each sensing deice, detects a decay rate' only in the

Immediate icinity of the sensing device, maiking It

difficult to ascertain average air change rate for a large

and/or irregular test space.

6. Application of tracer gas decoy methods to large and/or irregular spaces:

When a test space Is long and large with a single inlet and outlet, air mavy=

through the space In an irregular pattern. There is a mixing of air by eddy

currents superimposed on the flow toward the outlet. Therefore, sensing devica

indicating tracer gas concentration placed at different locations in the test

space will indicate substantially different air charge rates. Suppose, th, tracer

gas Initially is uniformly mixed with the air in the test soce and the" air Is

permitted to flow thotg the space. Sensing devices near the Inlet will In-

dicate a much higher oir charge rate Initially tha will sensing devrices near

the outlet. This Is doe to clean air entering the test space, and quickly mixing

with the tracer-gas-loden air near the inlet thus causing a rapid decrease in the

tracer gas content of this air ot the same time. Newr the outlet, olf air reach-

Ing the sensing device will initially contain the sanie concemtation of tracer

gas as originally supplied to the tost space. Also* any sensing devkeos located

between the inlet and outlet will indicate air change rates that art between

J, _ M A27



these exiremes. Thus, for large test spaces and fairly large air charge rates,

extreme difficulty is encountered in judging which sensing device is indi-

ating the most nearly corred decay rate, and also %ohat space this decay-

rote has surveyed. In Building No. 3 where the test space consisted of a

large area at one end and a narrow corridor at the other, an attempt Was

made to minimize such problems in employment of this method by placing

the sensing devices in the large area near the outlet and initially supplying

only ihe air in this area with t he tracer gas. However, regordoess oF tOe

size and configuration of the test space, the tracer gas decay method becomes

unreliable when the air change rate exceeds 3~ changes per hour. This limit

was exceeded in some tests, especially in Building No. 3, wherein other

methods have proved their value.

S. WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRONEGATIVE GAS DETECTOR

1. General Information:

This instrument also employs tracer gas decoy principles and therefore pss

*advantages and disadvantages associated with this technique. The Insment

is a portable leak dctector developed by Westinghouse Research Labosutits

for measuring smallI or trace quantities of electronegative gases, sucha

sulphur hexofluoride, SF6 . Although heinstrument was developed to u

test encloures for SF -filled distitlion apporatus, It Is sensitive tommw

other gases and vapors, Including commnon refrigerants and organic solvents.

This instrument petmits the absolute measurement of SF6 in concet"a~Ims

small as I port per milIlion of SF6 in *it, and con detect quantities as Ml a

28
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one tenth part per million of SF6 in air. Since the principle of operation

depends on fundamental properties of the gases, its calibration and sensi-

* tivity ore Stahl& characteristics. Special teeniqu~es. cani be used to exteAd

the range for SF6 down to 0. 1 ppm measurement and 0.02 ppmn detection.

This instrument recovers rapidly -from excessive concentrations of the detected

The Westinghouse Electronegative Gas Detector may be used to find leaks~ of

5116 or of other electronegative gaser by the search method, to measure the

total leak rote of a device with the aid of an external enclosure, or to

measure trace or subsantial quantities of the gas in a given test space. As

used to detect SF6, the Instrument operates on a principle which makes we

of the difference in mobility of SF6 and 02 ions, and of the large electron

attachment coefficient of SF6 compared to 02, to distinguish between SF6

ad oxygen in the test space air. Air from the test space Is drown In through

the sensing device by a puImp, p~issed through a dust filter and a humidstot,

and passed on to the heod# where an electrical signal Is developed of which

the a-c component ha hs eedn nteconcentration of SF6 in the

test spce air. The a-c signal is amplified, rectified in a phose..sensitive

detector and the resulting d-c output indicatod by a meter calibrated in ppm

* SI,6 in air. In addition to the indicator reeding, a flashing light In the

sensing device and a pulsed oudio tone help to monitor the measured con-L

centration. The repetition rate of the light and tone pulses is proportional

* to the Indicator deflection, votying from one pulse pet second at left Scale to

29



16 pulses per second atright scale. The pulse rategeto zeo for a

reverse, off-scale indication. These audio and visual monitors permit

lekseaciir without continual reference to t... indicatW.

The relative detectability of vaiu refrigeroats, -as compared to SF6, bs

shown-in Table 2. In applications where it Is possible to use a non-electro-

negative. gos such as N 2 for the background gas I nsteod of air, increases in

sensitivity as high as 1OOO4old may be achieved.

RELATIVE DETECTABILITY OF VARIOUS REFRIGERANTS

GAS CONCENTRATION (IN PPM) TO
Refrgernt 2 (~y 2 OGIE INDICATION OF I PPM SF6

Refrigerant 13* (CC 3  0

Refrigerant 13 (CF) 5,00

Refrigerant C 318 (C4F8) 0.8

Refrigerant 22 (CHi CLF) 70

Refrigerant 23 (C4F3) 60

Refrigerant 116 (CF3CF 3  ,0

Sulphur tHexaodrde (SF6) I

*Freon 12 (F-12) was the refrigerant used In this resierch profact.4.
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2. Operational procedure:-

The Westinghouse Electronegative Gas Detector is placed in the test space

miad turned on. A suitable ranme is selected from those Possible which am ....

2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100. Each nuwber indicates the number of ports per

million of sulphur hexofluoride (SFd) that the instrument will detect. Be- 7

cause SF6 was unwaaiable at the time of testing, Freon 12 was used. The

scale number, therefore, had to be muliplied by 30. Thus, in using the

20 scale, 6000 parts per million of frcon 12 was Introduced-into the test spae.

The Instrument has an automatic zenoAv mechanism and will zero itself be-

fore tracer gas Is added to the test space. The tracer Is then added and the

concentration con be read directly on teindicator.

The initial charge of gas, Freon or SF., which is added to the test space air

will settle, since the gos Is very 6eMv. unless the gas Is thooughly mixed

with the air in the test space. This is done by using several desk type fo

for homogenizing the air throughout the test space. This should be done very

carefully.

Since the Instrummnt is self n,-zeroing I Is necessary to have o supply of

trocor-re air at test space temperature available at all times during the

test, so that a contnuous zero can be maintained, and the possibility of

* drit of the lnonrment eliminated.
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C.. MINE SAFETY. APPLIANCES ANALYZER

The use of carbon dioxide'as a tracer gas with an MSA Liro Infra-Rd

Analyzer has been considered. The intrument appears ts be -Id _'--

sensitive. However, the background concentrotion of CO 2 is a variable,

and a second instrument would be required to monitor the background cow-

centration at the some time that observations were being mode in the test

space.

D . GE TYPE H-i LEAK DETECTOR

Freon 12 has been used in other experiments as a tracer while using a GE.

Type H-I Leak Detector to sense the presence of the Frean. Several pro-

blems exist. The instrument Is not supplied with a concentration calibratione

presumably because the instrument is not stable in this repect. It is quite

sensitive, but the life of th sensing device Is rathei sht vhen contimuouo

- .duty is considered. Intee'mittent duty of several hours o3 and severol hour

off is recommended by the manufacturer. This instrument is not normally

equipped with a recorder, although this should not be a major problem if

the calibration could be stabilized.

Table 3 contains pertinent sumamry d3to for comparison of various ttocw¢

go detectors.
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* 2. ALTERNATE TRACER GAS TECHNIQUES

The "decay* method for determining air change rates uses a slug of tracer gas

to build up an initial concentration which can be monitored, periodically as it

decays under the action of air f low. The monitoring must be done manually

and the observations plotted to obtoin. an average value of the air change

rate during the period of observation.

Alternate methods of use could reduce the work involved-and possibly yid

a continuous record of air change rates. One method would be to add the

tacer gas at a fixed rote and continuously record the concentration within

the test space. Undee this method the concentration of the gas would file

and foll under the influence of the air flow and air Inflltration. With limit

controls to avoid excessive concentrations this method should work sotisfoc-

torily. One of Its disaodvantoats Is the use Of excessive quantities of tracer

* The high concentrations and4 excessive use of tracer gas can be avoided by

controlling the rote at which the tracer gas *It added to the lest space to main-

fain a constant minimum concentration. The rate at which the gas Is added is

then a continuous measure of the air change rate. The odvantages to this

approach ore that a minimum concentration and a minimum quantity of tracer

ga is used, and the record of air chansge rale il virtually continuous. This

equipment has not been assembled and its actual performance vemains to be

34



The most promising combination appears to be the Westinghouse Electronega-

five Gas Detector with either Freon or sulphur hexafluoride as the tracer gas.

3. WATER VAPOR METHOD

The water vapor method is essentially the application i the low of coner-

votion of moss to the test space. The mass to be considere4 is the water that

Is added to the test space as vapor In the simulation of latent hect addition.

A statement of this law is:

Water in Incoming Air Water Added as Latent

(6/hour) eatinSce 4 Jxw
Water in Leaving Air Water Migating

LJaw inorface tI~u)

If the surfaces of the space ae conditioned prior to testing by means of a

suitable coating, migration Into the surfaces will be mall cd ccii be ne-

glected in) the anali-s.

The result of the onalysis gives the following *qtion for cokuloting air

change rcteL,

N~ )WV (3)

where N a Air change rote (air changes pe how).

W Rate of wafer oddition to s 6e (poui pet our).

V Average specific volvme of dry test spfc. ai
(cubic feet per pound of dry 0ir).
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V = Volume (cubic feet per air change)#

A H = Change ;n water content of air entering ad leaving the space
(pounds of water vapor per pound of dry air).,

Psychrometric readings ore token of inlet and outlet air. A Psychromotic

Chart is used to determine the change In obsolute humidy or water ca*w*

of the air as it posses through the test space. The average specific volume

of the air is also determined from the chart. Knowing the rote of water addi-

tion and the volume of the space, Equation (3) is used to determine aif change

rate.

SAMPLE CALCULATION-

Inlet Conditions Outlet Conditions

db ,77.OF db i .0F

wb 65.OF wb ,77.51

H 0.0105 lb/lb H 0.01otW/

AHn 0.0185 -0.0105 0.00725 lb of woter vapor per 1b. of &y *It

V14.0 cubcfettper poud of dy air

W - 9.0 Ib. of woter odded per hour

V a 6O000cublc feet per air change

*N 9)(1,4) 2.7air Chongusp" Ivur
(0.0072S)(60D0)

The rote of ventlaetion can then be colculoted by multiplication of V t"

volume of the &pace, and N, the number of ai change per haw.
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*4. DIRECT VELOC11Y MEASUREMNTSM (ANEMOMETER)

The use of a hoi wire anemometer for measuring air velocitY at the inlet

*anct outlet of the test'spac was also uSedoas a Meodof deemlopeke

Change rate.

The qnemometer can bew usdotraverse the inlet and outlet oPening anid

from the average velocities air change rates can be computed. However,

there ore several disadvantages to be found in its use. Te are as follow.

a. The anemometer is seldom accurate over the MaWg of veociit

likely to be found in this type of itud.

b. Any cross f low at the Inlet and outlet wlIl not be detected

Flow must be unidirectional across both opmnln.

CO The results will depend largely on the abilty of the research

peronnel in estimatnog the MWs accurate overiiiisage for ott

velocitis through the inlet and outlet.r

AllI four methods of asouaing air Ching rates which have jIva beeni discow

were utilized In this research project. Metering for "h Ininu i and

equipment woo generally located on a mastet contro poewl board. Fro*~ Wn

manr vW" of this control ponel boor4 are illustrated O~tgure 13 wad 14).
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CHAPTER 3

TEST BUILDING NO. I

DESCRIPTON OF BUILDING AND MEST SPACE

For flie first series of tests, on 8 story concrete and masonry dormitory

(Figuire 15) w. s selected because the building had natural '"stacks* whf

* would best utilize the variation of air density as the driving force for air

movement. The air could rise through one stair tower, cross through the

bu~ilding near to top, move down the other stair tower, and return to the

tes space. Metal windows fit well and permitted an overage amount of

infiftration for this class of construction. A basement space, containing

open wood rocks (Figure 16) far trunk storage was selected for the test

space.. The appoximate dimensions of this space are 38 x 17 feet with

a ceillng height of 10 feet. The area Is approximately 1000 s"ar foet

and the volum very close to 10,000 cubic feet. The total volume of

the dormitory is 520,000 cubic feet.

The basemnt area (Figure 17) is completely below grade. The ground

floor contains lobby, lounge and office space. Upper f loors contain

typical dormitory rooms (Figure 18) along the outside with a corridor

runining along boh sides of an interior service core. The building was

* continually occupied and, therefore, oll mechanical ventilation systec-s

remained In opetton,
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In the-test space the wood rocks ore built up to the ten foot hNOjicoiling

throughout. The empty rocks were relocated to make space for the. test

eqipne*. Temporary partitiom were cntructedi as show. (Figuro 21). Iae-

let cvnd outlet doors (Figures 19 and 20) had 1 x 2 inch mesh screen over them,

providing open areas of 15.2 and 14.5 sq. ft. respectively, including the

pertphery door crocks. Fire doors provided entry into the stalitowers. For

the initial tests, all doors except the ones giving entry to the stair towers at

the bottom and at the top were closed. Fire doors at those locations were

opened as needed for the test being conducted. Locations of instrumenfts anid

e quipment are shown on a plan of the test space (Figure 2)). Longitudinal

and transverse sections show relative location of test space within the build

Ing (Figures 22 and 23). Doorm labeled C, 0, E and F (Figure 17) were

. . . .. . ... closed so that a minimum of unmeasured circulating air was drawn from the

elevator shaft and tunnel.

This building has many mechanical ventilating devices which Influenc~e the

effetive air reservoir. Thlese include toi let exhaust systems, laundry drIers,

and unit venillotars at each fltoor level. The punping action of the levaft

also affct air circulation. Since the building was continuously occupied,

It was not possible to close down any of the mechonicol systems. At 010n

glance, the presence of the operating mechanical systems might appear to

nullify the tell results. Howevef, It is entirely conceivable that In a rool

emWtgoncy electric power could be available, and equipment which depends

on that power could continue to operate. Therefore, Atis %*t o( cire mstances

must certainly be cotuideted as one possible situation.
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GENERAL PROCEDURE

The tests Conducted in this building served three purposes: first, they pro-

vie df for thes modificotion, and improvemme* oF to rcJWPw-

equipment; second, they uncovered problems in testing that could be ex-

pected in all the followina buildings; and thrd, ther gaveo, *fe*for~

*the problem to bestudied.

Most of the time spent in this occupied dormitory building was xed to

modify or correct the test equipment or teat procedures. This Involved the

% . calibration of the power meters, repair of the recording potentlometers and

perfection of a humidity input Measurement syltem. All systems were Per-

forming properly ot the some time during only a few days of this entire tes

period.

The aosacles encountered in testing In any large building or* grealy

multiplied when the building must function in a normal monnur. Sam of

these obitocles were: V1) the windows were opened at random throughO

the building, (2) the mechanical ventlation system ran continuawly, and

(3) the elevators end dooms were used at frequent Intervals. Therefore, it

* was &0cded that all future test wot-k, Iisofr as paisible, would be can-

ducted in bulldinp that wet* unoccupied during the periods of obervtimn.

The third am perhop the moit Important purpose of this first SerIm of tesb

*was to obtainoa 'fteelfor t6 problem. Atflirnt, the lotenth$*of the

swultW occuponts was supplied in only a ok"e awunt and h6 air chinge
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rote in the space was measured with the Portble Infiltration Mieter using

helium as the tracer gas. The instrument worked well with low air flows

and low humidities, prawidegh the temperatures I* fob es space &Ad nat

fluctuate. However, upon introduction of higher huidities, the GPM-u

tion of the Portable 4nfiltrationi Metei, becam unelioble-,

Four~ tests were conducted In thsbuilding. During the first three tests,

guards were employed to keep the students from using the ground flowr

exiis from the stair towers. This helped to stabilize condition; in the

test space more rapidly. The fiat three kas situator were conduced

with low huoidity lnpit.

TEST RESULTS

When lir flows or is linfiltrated Into a tast spAe of a steady rato 1

tracer gas concentration da-.-mows along 0 109gwhvc curve CA Iridcted

by Eavotlon (2). When plotted on -tinI-1ogarifflc paper, the decay crv

must be a straight lino. When the air flowt tlwoogh the spoce to a positjv*

direction, sensing dovica stationed at d4004mau tocotions In the tot spae~

indicate diffetent -ci rchange tatw.

*- ..

Neor the inlet (F ,ure 21) a higher alt chane rote was indicated than ft

the oulet. Sinc the air moving theough the "tfc tes moe tW Vnhg

it, decoy would not be is roopd near Oe otlt. Decoy cubem A and I

Figure 9) were obtained during a typical teat. Ctve A is ti- plot of e

change rote obtined tro aes ng deice ar. Itlel while curve a is

52
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- Itht fram, a seiVI device neaw the outlet. The indicated differencit la air'

Ixo rae is LaA6 the movement of belium-4aden air from tf6 inlet

the aoutlet, th. appamw rate of change near h oifet W09~ smifle.

The appication of Equation (2) results inlon ai,' change rato near the In-

let greater than that ner t1e outlet. At oil ines "unns the uialaW

ocell M~Y of the test Ipace,*the direction of air mnovement was frMM north-

eastto suhwofG to 5gure2) asaicated on h ba~sho

relaive location of test space and stair towers, and exposure of the south-

'WA Stalr tower to s0olfa lat~n.

To* It (Flgure 24) required that the stair tower Joan an the 7th or top

orcupied floor of the builing wwJ the Inlet and outlet doors of tto hawk-

ON* test spa be q3-m. All other dowr In th4 bmor*a were to he dosed

Wi out saled TVe air change rat* develoed win katweita 3 =Wd 5 air

.1. Jc gft per bout ids the space tempature iobiliid at V. F. Occupanc

*w risuloted an the bats of 10 sq. ft. df ftor at** pet person. Th. too

06aM air to ptoviide good sftert occupaitcy, but It should bo mopuseWr~

SW~o the mechanical vil~tlohian system was functiorgag at oil tlmee. Ah.,

hait wo o~hnted Oves%~ dors uWe by studnts aawia and leAvin

#I* Wuldngv 00d thmwigl CO" WIN~sin O it 4

A*

** b
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BUILDING 'NO. I
TEST NO. I

* . *.* 4/5/62 (0000) - 4/6/62 (1400)

100 OCCUPANTS -10 SQ. FTA'PERSON

SW NE-.

_ _ _ 8,

_ _ _ 6

out let (14.5 sq.f inlet (52sq. ft.)

OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE
(based on full moisture lood)

air temperature 48 . 56F
;elotive humidity 48 -96% ave. outlet (3Wit.) __

wind SW 7 mph ave. outlet (5' ht.)
comments cloudy

DRY BULB TEMPERATURE RATE OF All FLOW .-

ave. inlet (entire door) 71 .OF hel1ium method
ave. outlet (entire door) 83-OF cfm/peron 5 to 8
ove. room (5 'ht) 82.OF air change"/luw 3to 5

*WET BULB TEMPERATURE COMMENTS
(based on full moisture load)

Apprwi. 2 lb/lv ia histure Input

3Fit. aot.. inlet *(token load).
ave. outlet *Humidity input measurement

5' Ft. ave. inlet *inoccum*t.

ave. outlet * Wet bulb and effective temprature.
too inaccuitet to rec.4

Figur* 24



- Mai

Test 12 (Figure 25) was run with the test space- inlet and outlet open but *Ill

* . doors above basement level closed. However, occupants of the building

continued to use the upper f loor doors in their normal activities. The only

Incoming air to the test space was supplied by leakage through the cracks

around the stair tower doors. As. might be expected, the air change rate

dropped to between 3 and 4changes per hour with an average temperature

in the test space of 83 F.

Test 13 (Figure 26) was used to determine the influence of tunnel and other

extraneous infiltration, since there were underground tunrvis :onnecting

the buildings of the dormitory group. All dooms above basemnt level were

closed as was the northeast stair tower door a., basement level. Another

door in the basement connecting the tunnel with a trunk room adjacent to

the test space, Door F (f igure 17), had a bottom louvered panel. This% door

was closed but the two louvers, gross 13 x 17 Inches each, remained open at

all times.. The air change rate under this condition dropped to between 2

and 3 air change per howr.

Test 14 (Figure 27) was conducted to determin, it a horizotol circulation

loop could be set up in the basement while the mechanical ventilation

continued to operate in the basement and white air (lowed through the

tunnel. The horizontal circulation too( -win best be descrIbe with ro-

-- - .ference to the basement plan (Figure 17). Air flow occured an a counter

clockwise manner ftrnm the test space through doors 9, C, D, F and bark

to the test space through inlet door 0. Access to stair towers of bukement
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level was closed off and oil other doors in the bcisement were closed except

those four which were necessary to form the circulation loop. A rote of

approximately 3 air changes per hour was obtained. It was possible, how-

ever, that mast of the indicated change was caused. by recirculation of

test space air with-only a small percentage of fresh infiltraton air Included.

Further tests are needed to clarify this situation.

For this test a realistic ratio of latent to sensible heat was supplied to the

test space. This was the only test to dote in which that ratio was held closely,

and with due regard to an actual situation. Previous tests used only token

moisture loads to-prevent damage to the building on upper floors. Under this

condition of high humidity, the air change rate could not be determined with

the Portable Infiltration Meter. Therefore, air change rate was approximtoe

by using the known -amount of evaporated water and the Increase f humidity

in the test spoce.

A summary of the pertinent data collected during the tests In Building No. I

is presented In Table 4. The various air flow circuit configurtions are also,

presented (Figure 28). The problen encountered in attempting to estOblklit

equilibrium through controlling the movements of the building occupants

were considerable. Therefoce, it was decided to move next into a building

whete conditions could be controlled with relative eame.

56
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BUILDING NO. I

TEST NO. 2

4/6/62 (1400)- 4/6/62 (2300)

100 OCCUPANTS -10 SQ. FT./PERSON

-Sw NE

,..~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~ SUN DECK___________________

7p

OUTIDECONITINS FFETIV TEPERTIA

(b5do ulmitr od

ouletie .sq fud t. 90in6 ve let (15. sq.ft.

wind SSW 2-4 mph, eve, outlet (5, ht.)
comments rain

DRY ULg VEMPERATURE RATE OF AIR FLOW

ave. inlet (entift door) 76.01' helium method
ave. outlet (entire door) 82.OF din/person 6to 8
ve. roomn 0, ht.. 83.OF oik changes/hour 4 o5

WET BULB TEMPERATURE COMMENTS
(based on full "*isture load)

Approx. 2 Ib,4sr muoe inpt
3'f 6* ve. Inlet *(token load)

ave. outlet Humidity Input ineasurenes
5' M~. ave. *Inlet *Inaccurate.

*vs.* outlet *Wet bulb and effective teinpustures
too Inaccurate to record.

Figure 25

41'.
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BULDING NO. I'".

- TEST NO. 3

4//6. .(0800)- 4/9/02 (20001

100 OCCUPANTS - 10 SQ. FT./PERSOK4
: sw NE--

V.. : - Vlll.11i1iiIIIIIB ; ..

++--: .'outlet (14.5 sq. ft.) Inlet (15.2 sq. ft.)
r:'I.

OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE
* *baed on full moitur* load)

al temperaturm 45 - SOF
relative humidity 49-96% ave. outlet (3 h.)
wind SSW 2-5 "h ovs. outlet (5' h.)
commnents cloudy to si

DRY BULB TEMPERATURE RATE OF AIR FLOW

ave. inlet (entire door) 73.O helium method
ave. outlet (entire door) 83.O cfm/peron 3,. 4
ave. room (5'ht.) 82.01F air changes/how 2 to 2.5

WET BULB TEMPERATURE COMMENTS
"oed on full moistur 

moistur iIpA,'" 3' ht'. a". linlet .(taken foo0A

ave. cutlet * Humidity Irnpt meouremen*
5, ht. ave. inlet Inaccurate. V

-ve. out Wet bulb and effective tempeeotwu
too inoccurot to ecotd.

F 26I:
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BUILDING N4. :

TEST NO.4

5/4/62 (0900) - 5/6/62 (MM0)

100 OCCUPANTS -10 SO. T./PERSON

•G - L

;= h f w -

outlet (14.5 sq. ft. , In~let (15.2 sq. ft.)

OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE
owdo full rmltwet food)

*It fermperatum 55 - 02F
relative humidify 13 - 4AV4 outlet (3 hi.)
wind W 0-15 WOI
c. i ents clear. RMwV

DRY SUL$ TEMPERATLM RATE OF AlR FLOW

ave. inlet (e"i. dow) 70.OF w r vapor mehod
oa. Outlet (cmite dwo) 84.0F cfml/peno 4.0 to 5.5
".. wo (5 830 *1# ch oe 2.5 t 3.i5

WET BULS 1EMPERAIL01 COMMENTS
(based on full twahstiae loA

l Hi*4gh moisture 1Wut
3' hi. avo, ill 62.5f No moihod used to detemine fres

ove, outlet 77.5F *It infiltioted to ci.cu.ItI g .,

Figure V7

& . 4 - - - --
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-T-SW .•NE"I

___________________Stair tower door* open on eighth story.

iher doors and elevators in frequdom.b.
Windows open at random.

_Mechanical ventilation system operating.
Inlet openrng t57sq. f.

.. u ;I'i k Outlet opening 14.5 sq. ft.-

otlet - inlet

TEST NO. 2
Door and elevators in frequent L.
Windowi open at rmnm.
Mechanical ventilaton system operoting.

.. . L Vol. ratio - test spooe to circulation spac 0.20.
- r Inlet opening 15.2 sq. ft.

1Outlet opening 14.5 sq. ft.

outlet inlet

TEST NO. 3

NE stair twer door clooed at bosment liI.
Doom and elevators In fr*qven me.
Windows open at ron ms.
mechanicol venti lotion system operating.
Vol. ratio - test space to c rculation spoce 0.25.
Inlet opening 15.2 sq. ft.
Outlet opening 14.5 sq. ft.Outlet inlet

"-SW E -

TEST NO. 4
Acceu to stoir towers at basement livel closel.
Horizontal circulation loop formed by opening

of other baseent d os.. (do % C, 0. E arl I
- - .Infigure 17)
, - . Mcchanical entilation system Operating.

Vol. ratio - test spoce to cltculation aace - 0.30.
Inlet opening 15.2 sq. ft.

outlet ... Inlet Outlet opening 14.5 sq. ft.

COMPARISON OF AIR FLOW CIRPCUIT CONFIGURATIONS- SUILDING NO. I

Figure 284.'
__________________-_

__ *"- ,*...,.- .. ' *, .
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- .. Table 4

I. TEST SUMMARY BUILDING NO. I

TEST NO. 1 2 3 4

Duration of test 38 irs. 96ws. 12 hrs. 47 hrs.

Simulated occupancy t00 100 100 1GW
Floor orea per person 10 sq. ft. 10 sq. ft. 10 sq. ft. tWsq. ft.

Outbide conditiom
air temperature 48-56F 49-521 45-50F 55-82"
relative humidity 48-96% 90-96% 49-96% 13-40%
wind direction SW SSW SSW W
wind speed 7mph 2-4wA, 2-5 mph 8-15 mph
comments cloudy tit cloudy to clear#

rain sunny

Dry bulb temperature
ave. inlet 71.0F 76.0F 73.OF 70.0F
ave. outlet 83.U 82.F . 83.01' 84-.0F

Y*. rom 82.0F 83.1 82.01 83.01

Wet bulb temperatume
ave. inlet (3) * * * 62.5F
ave. outlet (3') 7 * .7.5F
ave. Inlet 5) +
ave. outlet (51) * * *+

Effective temperature
v .inlet (3) * $0.F

ave. outlet (5') " "

Air flow
cfm/parson 5toO 6 to8 3 to 4 4.0 to 5.5

air chome/out 3 to 5 41oS 2to2.5 2.S to 3.5

Comments Toketn Mos- Token reols- Token molt- High mostule
lyre load. lute load. tuft lood. load.
*hA.mumement /6Murement Meourement Not tuwt¢d
unreliable. untelioble, utvlc ble, ,.

"* .++, .Portable Infiltratiom Metef used for deteominng air chonge rates with helium hw
gas except in Test 04 wkete the woter voWov method wa applied.

61 "
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CHAPTER 4

TEST BUILDING NO. 2

DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING AND TEST SPACE

This is essentially Q three story dsoom-Iaharatoy-shop building with

full basement and partial sub-basement. Construction is concrete frame

and floor slabs with metal curtain wall exterior. The metal panels fit

tightly so that leakage is a mlnimum. The ends of the building and the

front wall of the basement level are faced with local stone. Metal

windows fit tightly and permit Ioss than average Infiltration. A poto-

graph of the rear of the building is shown (Figure 29).

The test space, located In the sub-bosement In the general position of the

concrete romp (Figure 29) has a net floor area of approximately 1,60

square feet and a volume cf .pproxlmately 16,000 cubic feet. The ratio

of tet space volume to total cIrculation space volume is approximately

I to S. A large plywood surfaced wind tunnel, accounting for an oddltionol

4,350 cubic feet was completely sealed off fon the test space.

The test space itself was swaled off by taping, except ftr doors where air

was ekxpected to enter and exit the space. Air ent*red through a doo

opeaning of 20.4 sq. ft. anJ exited either through a screened door providing

14.5 sq. ft. of opening, or through a long hoizonfol slit In the uppe p-

tlion of pattiltlon wall with an opening area of 68.8 sq. ft. maximum, de

peoing cn the particular lest involved,.

63
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The space adjacent to the test space also hod seaFig tape applied to door ''

I crocks and ,to crocks around pipes so that outside air would not affect the

of imtruments and equipment, and the claud off wind tunnel.

The basement above the sub-basement test space (Figure 31) served s a cir-

culation space and was completely seoled off fron external disturbances ox-

cept for one door and a grille in the floor. All pipe entrnca cracks were

saled with tape. The only possible disturbance of bny magnitude from out-

side the air flow circuit would hbve come from a row of seventeen hopper-

type windows, each about 3 feet by 4 feet, located about eight feet above

floor level. Those windows were always closed but were not eoated with tape.

Two Interior walls In the circulation space are conrete block with occupied

rows ojolnat . One exterar wall is solid concretw with a roofed spoc on

the outer sido protected frIo the weher but not heated. The other exterior
well containing the high windo. I concrete block with ston faclng.

Sections through the test spac. and circultion Pace ore so wS (Fgo M s 32

.... 1nd 33). Stolway A corowcts basement circulation spac and subbasemet

A test space only, but stoirway I 6M the elevotor shaft extend f(tm the sub-

aasemw level to the top stoy of the building. General poths of *i flow

ore 1'dicoted on these section drawing. An interior view of the test s e

* also shown (Figur 34.
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GENERAL PROCEDURE

The principle objective of the tests conducted in this building was to Study

the nature and magnitude of gtr ifiy air flow i tow buildiva. fee *ALs

reason, ai-lwptswr ofndto the two stories consisting of basement

and sub-basement. Air change rates were determined by the water vapor

method, and with the Pottable Infiltration Meter using helium as a tracer

gas. However, malfunctioning of equipment under continuous use in highs

temperature and humidity conditions sometimres produced misleading data

on t-he Portable Infiltration Meter Indicator.

In general, the following procedure, proposed as a result of testing In

Building No. 1, was to be used In all succeeding tests In Building No. 2

and Building No. 3:

1. The terminal equilibrium air conditions are estimated. This estimate

does not hove to be extremly accurate sirce adjustments can be made

later if the estimation proves to be icorrect. WIth on estimated dry

bulb temperature and humidity the sensible heat load per occupant

is selected from Table I. The occupancy is determined at I person

per 10 square feet of floor area. With these two figures known,

the total sensible heat input can be computed.

2. Heat is supplied at the computed rate plus sufficient heat to evaporate

5lbs. of water per houf. This is a token latent load to provide water

vapor balance.
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2j3. The actural temperatures are observed and the air change rate is ob-

tamned by use of the Portable Infiltration Meter -utilizing a helium

tracer, the water vopo. balonce, or anmy other stoit We~u.

4. From the known inlet air conditions and the. sensible id lotet he~

loads of Table 1, the terminal or outlet temperature and Ituridity can

be calculated.

5. The outlet effective temperature can be determined (Figure 7).

L
6. If the outlet effective temperature exceeds 85 F, a value arrived at2

in previous studies dealing with tolerable shelter limits. (Reference 7),'

the air change rate will be judged to be insufficient to support OW.

number of occupants assumed IrrvStop 1Ibve

Readings were made from the time heat and water vapor were introduced lift

the test space in order to approximate the actual conditions of sudden mtove-

ment of people into a shelter with normal air conditions. However the

rapid Increase in dry bulb temperature In this situation indicated very quickly

the need to reduce the number of occupants simulated in this particular teat

space. This change in heat input was made a few hours prior to the fiat

recorded series of tests.

The specific rapproach to the* habitability of the test space was as follows:

1. Determine the usable floor area In the test space.

2. Use approximately 10 sq. ft. per person for occupancy.

*~ 7n



Set sensible load for the given nitial temperature. of the test space

according to normal heat dissipation level from Table 1.

4. Use a humicdification rate of 5 lb.Ar. totar.

5. Observe air temperature rise in test space and cut back the sensible

l accordingly.

6. If the calculated effective temperature at the outlet reached 85 F
the test space was to be reduced in "occupancy."

7. With a greater sq. ft. area per person, repeat steps 3 to 6.

8. If the effective temperature is still too high increase the outlet area

by removing panels along the top of the partition wall.

TEST RESULTS

Test 11 In Building No. 2 (Figure 35) was started at 1.00 pm on June 9,

1962 using 250 Btu/person per hour sensible head load and a token latent

load of 5 lbs. moisture per hour. Approximately 150 occupants were being

simulated which allowed about 10 sq. ft. per person. The screened dwlr

7 provided a 14.5 sq. ft. outlet opening. The dry bulb temperature In the

test space was 75.6 F.

At 10:00 am on June 10, the sensible load was again reduced, this time

to 150 Btu/person per hour because the space temperature hod risen to

85.4 F. Although equiibrium hod not yet been established, since the space

temperature was still rising at the rate of 0.07 degrees F/I., space con-

ditions were then calculated. Average room temperature was above average

outlet temperature, indicating that there was "trapped* air not mixing in

73
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the air-stream. Indication showed that, for 10 sq. ft. per person and the

outlet area restricted to one open door, test space conditions were inadequate

to hold to art effectIve temperatur of 85 F. Noweve, an air change "fte an

the order of 4.4per hour was determined by the water vapor method.

in Test 12 (Figure 36) the air flow circuit remained unchanged. Occupancy

was reduced to approximately 100 people or 15 sq. ft. per person. Air tern-

peratures were still rising at the time readings were taken, but at a slower

rate than in Test I).

Becouse the average space temperature was above the outlet temperature,

it was concluded that there was a significant amount of *trapped' air not

mixing in the art strewn moving through the area. Effective temperture

were lower and the air flow per person was increased in this second test, as

compared with the first.

For the following reosens, Test 12 was terminated, and a third test was

initiated:

I. Time for testing was short.

2. Effective temperature was still rising.

3. Trapped air in space showed improper air mixing.
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BUILDING NO. 2

* TEST.-NO. I.

150 OCCUPANTS -10 SQ. FT. /PERSO

aa-

2

inlet (20.4 sq. ft.) outlet (14.5 sq. ft.)

OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFFCTIVE TEMPERATURE
(based on full moisture load)

air temperature 56 - 80F
relative humidity 65 -90% ave. outlet (3' ht.) 81 .5F
wind SW 5 mph ave. otlet (5'S!t,) 83.0F~
comments cloudy, fain

DRY BULB TEMPERATURE -RATE OF AIR FLOW

ave. inlet (entire door) 79.31' cfim/penon
ave. outlet (entire door) 83.3F helium 1.9
ave. room (5' lt.) 85.OF water vapor 6.7

WET air changes/lour11
WTBULB TEMPERATURE, helium .

(based on full moisture load) water vapor 4.0

3' lht. ave. inlet 69.5F COMMENTS
ove. outlet 81.5F

5'hlt. ave. inlet 70.OF Approx. 5 lb/hrmost' Input
ave. outlet 82 .OF (taken lod).

Equilibium Mt established.

Figure 35



BU1LDING NO. I.

TEST NO. 2

6/12/62 (0800) - 6/13/62 (0800)

100 OCCUPANTS -15 SQ. FT./PEMSN

2 LU
06-

SB

inlet (20.4 sq. ft.) outlet (14.5 sq. ft.)

OUTSIDE CONDITIONS . EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE
(based on full moisture load)

air temperature 55- - 61F
relative humidity 95% ave. outlet (3' ht.) 81.-OF
wind ENE 3 mph ova. outlet (5 lit.) 82.OF
oomments rain

DRY BULB TEMPERATURE RATE OF: AIR FLOW

ave, inlet (entire door) 78.8F cfm/parson
ave. outlet (entire door) 82.8F helium 3.5

*ave. room (5'hlt.) 84.7F water wopor 6.3
* air chonge/1ouw

*WET B1,11 TEMPERATURE helium 1.3
(based on full moisture load) water %vpor 2.3

3* ht. ave. inlet 66.5F COMMENTS
ave. outlet 00.5F

5 lit. ave. inlet 67.5F Approx. 5 ib/hr moatre Input
oae. outlet 81 .OF (token load).

% ~Equilibrium Mt! estoblisiied.

Figure 3U



* In Test #3 Fivmr 37) half of the top panels, with a net area of 34.4 sq. ft.,

*mhave been removed to increoze the size of the outlet area and also to promote

an increase t#otr mix;g'. The mmovable panels t th partiftfon welf ae

illustrated igure 33). The outlet door still remained open to provide a

total opening area of 48.9 sq. ft.

With the some occupancy a in Test 12, this test condition reached equi-

libeium at tepeatures lower than the selected maximum. With the air

change rote aid space temperatures obtained, It Is believed that this would

be a ho table condition provided the infiltration rate of fresh air is suf-

ficient to maintoin a low CO. level. This has not been measured.

The reliability ci the data obtained when top panels are removed is ques-

tionable. The reason for the uneliability Is that psychrometers were

placed in the outlet doorway rather than at th location of the outlet

panels. Thus, the psychrometric data obtained at the outlet door were used

to obtain the spe:ific humidity over the entire outlet. This affects the

value of calculated effective temperatures. The actual effective tempera-

tures would be h'gher than the calculated values.

In Tesat 14 Figwe 38) all of the top panels were removed providing a total

outlet area of 83.3 sq. ft. Occupancy remained at 15 sq. ft./peron and

cesults were not much different than in the previous test. Again, the air

"*?., change rote and temperatures obtained appear to provide a habitable con- ..

dition If . lw CO2 level is maintained.
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* BUILDING NO. 2

TEST NO. 3

*6/13/62 (0900) -6/15/62 (1000)

100 OCCUPANTS -15 SQ. FT. /PRSON

- sw N -

3I

2E

inlet j2 .4 4q. It.) outlet (I 4.5'sq. ft. -doopr)wI

OUITSICE CONDITIONS EFETV Tt pni)oeEMPvEUR
Qmd n full moisture lood)

Olt temperature 56 - 61F
*ret 3tiv* humidity 84% ave. outlet (3' ht.) 74.OF

wid SW 2 mph ave. outlet (51 W.) 77.OF'
comimentsprtylod

DAY eULS TEMPERATURE RATE OF AlR FLOW

ave. inlet (entire door) 76.7F din/person
ave. outlet (entire door) 85.0F hel lum 6.5
ave, room (51ht.) 83. IF water Vapor 12.8

air changeq/bw
WET BULB TEMPERATURE hel ium 2.4
(based on full moisture load) water vapor 4.8

3'hi. ave. inlet 64.OF COMMENTS
ave. outlet 67.OF

5' hI. ave. inlet 63.3F Appoxi. 5 lb/lv moistur itp*
ave. outlet 70.5F (tokenA 1o0d). - t

Equilibrium e0ablishmd.

Figutie 37



BUILDING WO,2

TEST NO'. 4,

6/15/62 (1100) - 6/16/62 (0800)

100 OCCUPANTS -15 SQ. FT./PERSON

SW-

*inlet (20.4 sq. It.) outlet (14.5 sq. ft. -&W) Not.al topp n,.;
* (8sOq.ft.pnek)W oremved.

*OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE

Olt tefflpiatuf* 59-64 gd nflmosueIC

relative huffiaty 72 0^wit. otlet (3' ht.) 76.OF
wind SW 2woja ovt.Outlet (51 W.) 77.0F
commets Clo. w

RATE Of AIR FLOW
DRY BULB TEMPIRATURt

c10pstson
ave. Intl (entise ilot) 7'6.2F helium 14.1
ave. outlet (entire doc,) 83.0F WOWe vapor 11.0
Ov*. rO*M (5'n) S1IM Olt clageAai't

helium 5.3
WET bUI.B TEMPERAIIAE wotet VOW 4.4
fbawci on full mbamtut load)

31ht. ave, Inlet 64.0 OMFtT
ov*. Outtlet 69.5F Appox. 5 Ib/'I moisltwe inrput

51 1i. ave. inlet 67.2F (tout* load).
oa. outlet 700,Equilibrium *$tawllshed.

F" 38
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-~ In'tast 05 PIgure 39), occupancy was increased to about 10 sq.~ ft./penson.

All of the top panels remained open. An increased air change rate was

noted and the efictive temperatures again indicatedf habitable conditloaw.

Hmowever, with reg~d to the las three tests, the method of obtaining

specific humidity over the entire outlet would yield calculoted effective

temperatures below the actual values.

All pertinent data obtained from the five tests conducted in Building No. 2

are suntoized in Table 5. The various air flow circuit confilgwatons on

ats presented (Figmxe 40).

* lThe problem encountered in Building No. 2 con be summnrlae as fofltova

I . Time limit of I week in the jest Spece impaled severe limiltom.

L Fve sontla devices wr acting eavticofly. Possiby the ealt

Portable Infliltation Metor systm ateded checking and ot-

hWuing. T6e erratic 4eifting of the Instrumeat during the mmw

yielded scalkied results the. west not comparabl to the wowv

4 vpo ftchequ. This leaves %am qweson as to tel vahe to

3. Existing mechancol equlpmont could no be ttmoved fo the

too spaces. Mote in the space had to be kept low to te-

vet domage to the equipwien. Therefore, only 5 lb. per1~~ 1w. of water was evaporated mntod of the amoui acturoily

sequined for full occupancy.

.4' _ ___ so



BUILDING NO-. 2.

TEST NO. 5

6/16/62 (0900) -.6/17/62* (06W0)

150 OCCUPANTS -10 SQ. FT. /PERSON

I'

Ine (204 q.t. 010 (14.5 sf.-Nt l o ~i(68.8 sq. ft. - panel,) 0@tt9@V.

OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFfCTIvE TEMPERATURE
onie4a ful I twijiwt Load

(*lotive huee"dy 75-8%ave. OU4lel (3- to.) 77.OF
Wind sw I "h a". outlet (51 hi.) 79O

DRY 8)JLS TIMMflATURE RATE Of AMX fOW

ve.Inlet (iftire dwo 77.7f cswprsn
ove. outlet (tntitt dxw) 66 .0F watel vopot 12.3
ave. foom(3'. 43.F air 40qw1Uwo~

"~tat vopmr
WET BULB T(M~tRATURE
(based on full waieuct tood) COMMENT'S

3' ht. ave. Wl 64.OF Awabit. 5 tbA.io*a;"* iroiA

ave. outlet 71 .OF (token lowd).
5, hi. ave. ~ift. 65.1F E*qilbmu .tdsd.

ao. VA10t 73.OF

_ _ _ _ _ F4gwe39V



___________TEST NO.)

Mechanical ventilation system operating.
Vol. ratio - test space~ to circulation spac" 0.0
Inlet opening 20.4 sq. ft.
Outlet opening 14.5 sq. ft.

inlet Outlet

TEST NO. 2
Mechanical venti lotiowitern operating.
Vol. ratio - test "pce to culatiof space 0.21).
Inlet opening 20.4 sq. ft. 7
Outlet opening 14.S sq. ft.

6!et Outlet

TEST NO. 3
Muchanicol venti 07-v systm op~erti%.
Vol, retio - test spoce to circulation space 0.2D.

Wtopening 20.4 sA. ft.
Outlet opening 14.5 sq. .4. - &woo.

6&$ sq. ft. - SttopPC".

;nlet outlet

TEST NO, 4
Mechanical ventilation system operating.

Vo fall") - felt s"to to circulation spaco O .MG
l~let opening 20.4 gq. ft.
Outlet opering 14.5 sq. ft. - doort.

68.8 sq. ft, oil top Panels.

inlet outlet

_________________TEST NO. 5

Mechanical Ventilation sytm operating.
Vol. ratio - test "pco to circulation space-~ 0.2D.

I A t Inlet opening 20.4 sq. ft.
+ ~Outlet opening 14. sq. ft. -door.

.... .. AS68.8 sq. ft. - oil top paneb.

inlet outilet

COMPARISON OF MoIRo WCIRCUIT CONFIGURATIONS - SUILOING Ns. 2

Figwe 40



~Table 5

TEST SUMMARY BUILDING NO'. 2
TS U. .. 

- . . . . . , - :

Duration of test 47 hns. 24 his. t 49 has. 21 hrs. 21 hm.
Simulated occupancy 150 100D 100 r~o .
Floor area per person 10 sq. ft. 135 sq. ft. 15 sq. ft. 15 sq. ft. 10 sq. ft.

.. . . . .. .. . • .. .. . .-. :. . .

Outside conditions""
air temperature 56-80F 55-61F 56-61F 58-W4 58-62t:,'
relative humidity 65-90% 95% 84% 76-84% 75"84% -
wind direction SW ENE SW SW SW f
wind speed 5 mph 3 mph [2 mph 2 mph I ml Phi

comments Cloudy, rain t partly. clear , clear,.
rain cloudy mild mild

Dry bulb temperatuire ".-
ave. inlet 79.3F 78.81: 76.71: 76.2F: 77.71=F.

1'1

ave. outlet 83.2F 82.8F 85.0F 83.OF 86.OF 1
ave. room 85.0F 84.71: 83.1F 81.0F 83.5F

Wet bulb temperature
ave. inlet (3') 69.5F 66.5tF 64.OF 64.0F 64.01F
ave. outlet (3') 81.5F 80.51: 67.0F 69.51: 71 .OF
ave. inlet (51) 70.0OF 67.5F 65.3F 67. 2F 65.81F
ave. outlet (Y). 82. OF 81.0F 70.5F 70.OF 73.0F

Effective temperature
ave. outlet (3') 81 .5F 81 OF 74.0F 76.0F 77.OF
ave. outlet (51) 83.0OF 82.0OF 77.0F 7"7.0OF 79.OF

Air flow

fm/erson 1.9 3.5 6.5 14.1 Not used.

heiu

water vapor 6.7 6.3 12.8 11.8 12.3

air change$/)u=;
helium 1.1 1.3 2.4 5.3 Not used.
water vapor 4.0 2.3 4.8 4.4 7.3

Comments Token Token Token Token Token
moisture moisture moisture moisture moisture
load. load. load. load. load. f

Equilibrium Equilibrium Equilibrium Equilibrium Equilibrium '.
not reached, not reached, reached rlead, reached.

8 c3mi

Dry ulb empeatur
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CHAPTER 5
*i

TEST BUILDING NO. 3.

DESCRIPrION OF BUILDING AND TEST SPACE

The third building provided the most desirable test conditions. From the be-

ginning of July..to mid-August complete control of the building was possible.

The building was unoccupied, which allowed control over window and door

openings. Also, mechanical ventilation systems could be turned off at will

during the six week test period.

The building selected was a 5 story dormitor/ 60 ft. by 180 ft. with basemnt

(Figure 41). Main construction is reinforced concrete frame and s!abs with

brick.panel walls, which contain about 25 percent windows. Construction

throughout is at least average so that infiltration through metal windows and

masonry walls is a minimum. The long axis coincides with o .outheost-north-

west line. Building volume ;s approximately 51-0,000 cu. ft.

The test space connects the bottom areas of both stair towers and provides

a nearly straight line flow between them (Figure 42). Door openings of

17.0 sq. ft. each provide access to the 9' x .15' stair towers. Floor area of

the test space is 1510 sq. ft. and the volume is 15,100 cu. ft., or 1/3 of

the total basement area and basement volume respectively. The ratio of the

test space volume to total building volume is approx;mately 3 to 100. A

two-cab elevator shaft is located near the center of the test space.

85
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No modification to the test space was required except to seal off an under-

*"tground pipe-tunnel entering the basement. A temporary partition was also

imtdfled a shown on plan (Fig~r* 42) to provide a separate instrwmentation

orea. For one test, stair closures were provided in both stair towers at the

second floor above ground floar. The closures were well sealed asd the 5

story building then became essentially a 2 story building. In another test,

a "side roow' 37 ft. deep by 25 ft. wide was used. The "side room" test

space hod doole doors in a 34.8 sq. ft. opening and was located near the

cool or inlet end of the test space (Figure 42). A single high window approx-

imately 2'-3" by 3 1-2" was closed but not sealed.

The ground floor contains lobby, lounge, and office space. The four floors

above contain typical dormitory rooms (Figure 43). The dormitory rooms are

along the outside with 5 ft. wide corridors running along both sides of an

interior service core. Room doors have a 1" crock at the bottom but no

ventilation grilles in the doors.

The northwest stair tower ends at the top floor while the southeast tower

extends to the roof where a sun deck is located. This tower has no external

walls except at the ground story. The northwest tower has one exterior wall.

Exterior walls of both towers contain I1 .5" wide vertical strips of windows,

in units 50 inches long. Each window unit is well sealed when closed. A

longitudinal section shows the stair iowers and test space (Figure 44). A

transverse section through the building is also presented (Figure 45).
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An 8' x 14' section of the pipe-tunnel entrance in the basemneiit was closed

* - off as on insttumentation area. Potentiometers for recording thermocouplo

readings, timing devices, Portable Infiltration Meter indicator cabinet,

and telephone were put into this area. Lamp banks, humid~fier barrels,

control panel, automatic psychrometers, and Portable Infiltrtion& Meter

sensing devices were'located in the main test space as sho n (Figure 42).

An interior view of the main test space is show.-i (Fiura 46) althou~gh the

instruments were not present when the photo was taken. Paper strip indi-

cotors were located in all doorways incorporated in air flow circuits.

Hygro-theimogrophs were located In the corridors of tipper f lows in the air

flow circuits.

Except for the *side room" data In the last test, water vapor meuewts

were used o determine air change rntes. Th~w N.B.S. Portabl Infiltrattoo

Meter could not be used for most tests because the air rihange i~e wet*

higher than the upper limit for operation. Also, errati1c behavior of this In-

strument requited that work be done to restate it to proper operating condition.

For the. lost test, which involved a 'side room,* the best Portable Infiltration

Meter sensing devices were set up. The water vapor method of determiningj

air chornge rote was impossible here, since there was only one opening to the

"side toorn" test space and absolute humodl ty diffeteo~tiols could t be oh-

tained between itilet and outlet.
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* GENERAL PROCEDURE-

Since Bus Iding No. 3 was avai lable for a six week period and almost comt-

*plate otcoo he building wpoble, awile varieyo ol w ck-

cuits could be examined in greater detail than wos possible in Buildings

No. I and 2. A schedule of opeations shown in Table 6 describedItb

chronology of testing in Building No. 3.

The general procedure for simulating the occupants and determining air

change rates xhich was used in Building %6. 2 was also used in Building

No. 3. Refer to Chapter 4. A significant iffr e however, was that

for the latter tests in Building No. 3 full mooisture loads were used in simu- -

loting the occupants.

* TEST RESULTS

Preliminary observations were mode to detenninte the effect of extrancous

factors in promoting air change in the test space after it was sealed from

the remainder of the building. All cracks larger than 1/16" had been closed

with tape. For this preliminary test, the basement door to each stair tower

was closed.

This test made use of the tracer gas decoy technique, using helium as the

gas. This method here proved satisfactory as the air change rate was very

low. The air change rate, however, was not constant over the extended

* period of test time necessary for testing, but could be judged to be less than

0.3 air change per hour at the maximum. This rate proved to be negligibly

97
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* small in comparison with rates obtited later under better flow conditions.

PreiteinoTy observations indicated that, for the remainder-of the tests con-

ducted En this test space, no cancean need be given to extraneous factors

affecting the results. The taping had reduiced these. effects to a tolerable

Not all of the test rums shown in Table 6, Schedule of Operations Building

No. 3, wse reported in detail. The reason for this is that some test runt

gave no significant reslts, and in sane other tests the data was later proved

to be invalid. One tes was set up only for purposes of instrument checking.

These tests hove been included in then schedule of operations so that the

chronological order of testing would be complete.

Tests #I and #4 (f~igurns 47 and' 48) were conducted to deternmne what air

change rates might be expected in thie test space when various Qpenings to

the atmosphere were made in the air flow circuit. One window unit of 4.0

sq. ft.' was open in each stair tower as shown on the figures. The air change

rates were mainly dependent on external wind conditions, and therefore, the

results of the few tests run under these conditions could not be correlated.

No accurate measurement of these air change rates could be made at this

time because of the unsteadiness of the air flow and the fact that all air

* change rates were too large for the tracer gas decay method to give accurate

records.
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*BUILDING NO.3

TEST NO. I.

7/17/62 (0800) - 7/18/162 (1700)

NO OCCUPANTS

* '- NW SE- -

M6

5 
07f_____

4 H

outlet (17.0 sq. ft.) inlet (17.0 sq. ft.)

I: I

OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE
(based on full 'moisture load)

air temperature 66 - 82F
relative humidity 50 -90% ave. outlet (3' ht.)

widS 3-5 mph ave. outlet (5'- ht.)
comments cloudy, humid

DRY BULB TEMPERATURE RT FARFO

ave. inlet (entire door) 70 .OF cfni/person
.7ave. outlet (entire door) 71 -OF air changes/hour oa

ave. room (51 ht.) 73.2F

WET BULB TEMPERATURE COMMENTS
(based on full moisture lioad) Nooupn.

3'hlt. ave. inlet
ave. outlet

5' ht. ave. inlet
ave. outlet

igur 47



* -----.. ____

From th~ese tests, however, it was observed that if it were possible to make-

openings to the atmosph~ere at selected points in the air flow circuit, with

-ntigbut- completely calm ambient windcniintets pc

could possibly be used without giving consideration to the driving force

* created by the occupancy in the space. The air which would flow through

the test space would be almost completely fresh air, and unless the amblent

conditions were unfavorable with very high temperature and hwidity, can-

diiions in the space would be good. The problems that arise in t6, casm of

air circulating through an enclosed circuit in~ the building, cornt-antly rising

temperature, humidity, and CO2 content of $he inlet air, would not occur.

The problem of dissipating the excess heat and humidity b? infiltration and

condensation in that part of the air flow circuit outside the test space

would not arise.

It was not considered necessary to continue testing this type of air flow cit-

cult with simulated occupancy because of the good conditions which pro-

voileld with the space unoccupied. Any additional heat or moisture would

necessarily i ncroase or add to the driving force of the wind, although It

would not be likely to change it to any great extent. The only possible

drawback in this case would be that in cool weather the test space might

becom'e too cold. for continuous occupation.

1,0

"2100



BUILDING NO. 3

TEST NO. 4

7/23/62 (1000) - 7/24/62 (1200)

NO OCCUPANTS

C-NW

0 __ __ _ __ __ __ _ __ _ _ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ _ __ __ _

"Outlet" (17.0 sq. ft.)"ilt(1.0s.f)

OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE
(based on full I fsture load)

air temperature 61 - 78F
relative humidity 70 -95% ave. outlet (3t It.)
wind NW 7 mph ave. outlet (5, ht.)
camnents Stowers

DRY BULB TEMPERATURE RATE OF AIR FLOW

ave. inlet (entire door) 70.5F cfm/perlon
ave. outlet (entire door) 67.OF air changes/hourp
ave. room (5Sht.) 72.5F

WET BULB TEMPERATURE COMMENTS
(based on full rnoistuce load)

'Outlet" anid Inlet' Indicate 6o-
3lht. ova. inlet *tions, not direction of air fow.

a" otetN occupants.
5 ' h t . a v e o t

Figure 48



*Test #6 (Figure 49) was one of the first of the series in the test with simu-

Sated occupants. The basement access doors into the stair tower were open,

but otherwise the stair towers were closed off from the remainder of the

building. -All fresh air would necessarily have to infiltrate into the stair

* towers from the outside, or from the interior of the building aroond the star

tower doors at each floor level. This amoc-nt of infiltrotion was not expected

tQ be large in comparison With that necessary to sustain required condlitions

in the basement test space. This expectation was borne out in the results.

The. pattern of air change showed that the lighter hedted air in the test

space was displaced by the heavier cooler air in the stair tower. This re-

sulted in air change occurring mainly near the stair tower doors with little

change occuring in the interior of the lest space. T4. pattern of the *it

* current is shown In the figure.

The air change rote in the test space for the condition, found by both tracer

r"',gas decay dnd water vapor methods* was on the order of only one air change

per hour oronlyoabout 2 cmper person for this occupancy. Theomaiunt of

clean outside air that had infiltrated Into the building Is not known. The

air could very well lose the excess heat from the basement by condensation

through the stair tower wall, but the CO2 content in the air could be can-

tinvolly increasing. Also, the full moisture toad for 150 people In the boss-

ment was rnot added to the spoce. if this moisture load had been added, for

this low air change rate, conditions In the basement would very quickly he

become Intolerable and the maxlm allowable effective tempereture sjurpassed.



This test is comparable in conditions to previous testi mode in IMfldina No.

1, where the ai'r change rate was found to be fairly high. This was most

likely du to the fact that mechacaI vantilation was operahag intbho

test. The time of year and the ambient weather conditions were also

qvi te different, but this, is not thought to hove caused a change of this

magnitude.

At any rote, this condition of operation at this tim of year was seen to

6e poor, and an air flow circuit of this type encountered in any potential

shelter space would definitely. not be adequat.

* 90.



BUILDING NO- -1

TEST NO. 6

S7/26/62 1100) - 7/27/62 (1400)

150 OCCUPANTS - 10 SQ. FT. /PERSON

n.NW SE

1- I I I

° '. .. ".'

" oult" (17.0 sq. ft. "nlet" (17.0 sq. ft.) ,

'fOUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE• ,

i air tenpeeotuee5 - 6!
,.relative @ ldt 45 - 85% Vore outlet. (3' ht ,) 76,0F sot,.

wind SW 2-4mph ave. outlet (5' hit,) 82.OF sot,. ,.,
comnscloudy, cool both readings beyond '-

* ~ . oturotion pointIDRY BULB TEMPERATURE ,
RATE OF AIR FLOW ''-

ove * inlet (entire door) 77 .OF
or ae. outlet (entire dkor) 79.,OF cfm/person2
eve. room (5' lt.) 83,61: air chongea/liour I to 1,5 "

•WET RUtS TEMPEltATJRE COMMENTS '.
(based on full moistur, toed)

Ap~iwox. 5 Ib/Iv moisture inpu"'
3' lit. eve. inlet 62. S (token loadl).

Ovo. outlet 76 .1F Equ;iibrium estob51shd.d i["
5' lii. eve. inlet 64. F As full moisture inp~ut sotwe-

eve, OUtlet 82.0F tion woruld hove been reoched,."
. =~Outlet" end uinIet" indicote |oco- "'

.- flora, not diection€f air flout."

fipsre 49 ,

~.t - - ____ ____ __6

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -



* *

i Tests 17, 09, and 1l0 (Figures 50, 51, and 52) were conducted during a

one week period when ambient weather conditions were relatively constant.

* For this series of tests a closure was placed in both stek towers betwain the

second and third stories of the building, essentially reducing the building

to a 2 story-plus-basement configuration.

The simulated occupancy of the basement was based on a 10 s ft. w

person area requirement.. The expected overage test space dry bulb tern-

perature was judged to be between 80 F and 85 F; therefore, the ratio of

semible to lotent heat input was set at one to one on the basits of Table I.

However, as the effect of a high moisture load on the building could not

be forsen exactly, only a portion of the total amount required was added

in the first test and an attempt was made to predict a final condition of

full input from the results obtained In this mannr.

ThN air flow circuit as taitially set up hod little direct contact with any

extwilot surface of the building. The circuit through the secod floor con-

isted only of the hallways in the interior of the building. No doors to the

donutory room were opened. Air movement through opnlngs around the

doors would provide the only contact between the high temperature, high

huopdity air and the ambient room air adjacent to the cool exterior wells.

In Test 17 (FIgure 50) provision was made for a moisture input to the test

spoce of approximately 5 pounds per hour, octuol full occupancy requrentitm

fot the spoc. was cppoxlmately 28 pounds pet hour. he test was conducted
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* over a three day period and at no time did the actual effective temperature

in the test space approach the maximum allowable of 85 F.

The oir change rote for this condition was determined' by- the water vapor

* method and was found to average between 3 and 4 air changes per hu

3A after equilibrium had been reached. When the effective temperature was

projectedi to include the effects of a full moisture addition in the test space,

it was %till well belowt the maximum allowable. The projected effective

temperature wam between 81 F and 81.5 F.

Projecting the effects of the full complement of moisture odtltion in the

space assumes that the air change rWe and dry bulb temperature of the "pcc

would not b offected by the acttvl oddition of the full latent load to the

spc.Only the outlet humidity Is considered to be affected. The resulting

relative humidity and effective temperature (ire based on the some maximum

dry bulb temperature.

in Test 19 (Figure -51), the second of this series, the amount of moisture
input was doubled since In the previous test there was no apparent conidets-

A ~sotlon *I water VQpor On thc SsirfCes Of the air flow Circluit. I-

:1The air change rate fat this condition of sensible and latent beat oddton

rose to 4.5 to 5 air changes per howr. The condition of occupancy Wa rot

been changed from the previous test condition of approximately 10 sq. ft.

per person. encept for the addition of a greater amount of Wnent heat In-

put. The additon of tNs Increased moisture load seemed to have awe
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*effec o he flcondition ofdry ulbtouture than had benex-

pected. The overage dry-bulb temperatwe in the test space rose over 2 de-
grees F, evens withs the Increase li ai ~pae M i might be par-

tially excplained by different ambient conditions, but these conditions, at

leost as for as temparnturd is coneerned, did, not vary to -any "itent fian

-~ these of the previous test. The ambienit relative humidity did Increase and

* ~4*~this could cause a higher relative hiumidity inside the test space credo there-.

*1be a higiw effective temperat"r. 11;e projected effective temperature

for full moisture lood did rise, in fact, reahig 83 F to 84 F.

However, the total effect of the Increase in the amount of latent hea

addition was not what had been anicipated. For this reason, It was 4i-

cided t*at in order to ascertain with the greatest degree of reliability the

- . final conditions al air flow and *ffective feperatur* to the sPae, the

'4 full latent load should be added to the test spe. This would entoil the

possibility of damaging the building or Its cetents, end this factor would

also Ism, to be considered.

In Test 010 (Plgur 52), the third test of this building cniuoln h

full amount of latent lead was added to the tet space. The Sersiblo load

remained t6. same as in the two prucodinq Teots, I7 rd, #9.

Equilibrium was river established nTeos 110. the ambient condiltin

"Me practcl[y the same as they wete Ycr the first test of this conlgta'aft

athough the tawui were much differat Of becomes evident, the6 t1101
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these different results must have been caused by the addition of the greater

Samount of moisture. Within a 12 hour period after the start of the full

* moisture adition, the effective temperature in the spac had ise to 85 F"

and condensation ws occurring on the cooler walls and windows t6". gho

the qir flo circuit. e air chor4e rote calculated by the water vapor

.method was apparently about 9 per hour, which Is double whot was found

in Test #7. This incease would be partly due to the fact that the tew - "

ture in the tes space was much higher and, therefore, the drving force

was higher. Mo ;Mliy, though, them Is an erc due to the fact that

equiibrium hod not been reached. The relative humidty In the te

was continually rising throughout the duration of this test so thAt he voW

pressure ln the itpc w =01,nuah m inciaming. Thi cuwov ogreat a ""

amount of wotor vw* to enter the surfaces of the tet sre and accordinvly -.

a smaller amouot would remain In the air. For the sante rob of1 misk-

addition io the soa uo aller apporen, Incea in the voW contem of

the Oi would lndicate a laget ir cha te to, In this t larger ohm '"

really occtdng. e octwl tote was more likely 6 to 7 Ir chanus per

Owting this teat the #*o of sensible to latent heat was not cb&Vsgd from

the conditions of the previo- tes to accokw for the imee o he t

spce lemperottas. However, the input retaoined clo. eough to tht o t- .

quired so that the r1 can be €ovicemd volid. An 1 In ma"

amount of lotent heat comblned with a dectewe In .. lible heat would

_ _.._:. ,'.,..
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likely result in a tower air.change Tite and a much geter relative h i dity.

Since the relative humidity in te space was already over 90%, this In

effe-t wl cw the condition in the spact to becm wone, approachla

10% relative humidity with~ condersathm~ on the surfaces of the test space

wich would cominu, for the duration of the a.

It was very apparent ot this time that an air flow circuit of this type was

nt practical, at lew where only a Iislted area of wall and window sifoc.,

directly connected with the ambient air was available. The results MidV

undoubtedly hove been Improved for a timne had the dormitory rona doom

been opened and a lorgot amount of window and well space beow wade

avoaible for ,ondleraton and etfiltation of mosture toden alt. The sale

rsult obtaiid from thee tesh is tha the pro ection of final c"Hondit .,

the ue of only a Portion of the total moisture lood in the octul tWt AM

be conderd. Only the oddto of the full conpieen d latdo en

sensibl heat to dul.te the deired occupancy wil g1ve accura te Owil ".

TM& procedure wo adopted In the remainder of the tstab in this bu 141.

valid to a certaon x.tent, and why It ho bee. vatld from the dtakmalon.
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BUILDING NO.' 3

TEST NO. 7

'_ __ __ __'__ __ _ __ __ _ __.___ _ __ __ .outlet (10 .- ft.) (1t 7 qf

OU TSCUPACON DoNS F-.ETEPAU

air/2/2(10) tempeat6r (1 0 - 8

,wi,15 OdUANS 3- mphQ ve. oute 5 t) 8

coment warm ; unn .

4

aveut let (.t0req. or) 74 inlcm/eo (1. sq ft.

o'e' mo • (Sht. 8i.i

WUIET CODTINEFCTV TEMPERATURECOMNS9 .

~(based on full moisture load)

reat h umdty. -0 ave. oulet (3iF N hpoe t . 81n na~ OF'

win S 3 .e.mp

- "iDR ULBD ODTON FETV TEMPERATURE RAE FAI FO

av.Ile"etiedor'O (a son l tostr lod7]

.'

_,eative. ouetm ied 8 O.F a ti (3 hr. 1*wto 4

: -': ~ ~ ~ ~ ae wmnd (5 3-.) mph .v6otetF'h. 8 S

i',. -WET BULB TEMPERATURE COETS FARFO

"" oft on full misture lo ad.).
,..,Aprox. 5 Ibilw misture tput

3' hr. ave. Inlet 63.8F (token load). "

wave. outlet 78.,5F Equillibium tsloblished.

, h. ave. Inlet 63 8F N o ppaent ontle " tin -
•. ave. ow~let 79.2F .

%



BUILDING NO. 3 .*.. 7

TEST NO.- 9..

7/31/62 (1700) - 8/1/62 (0900)

V~50 OCCUPA4TS, -10G SO. FT. /PERSON,4
NW SE

outlet (17.0 sq. ft.) inlet (17.0 sq. ft.)

OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE TEMPERATIRE
(bed on full moist-awe Iwi~id

air temperature 60 -78F

relative humidity 50 -80% ave. outlet (31 h. 63.OF

-~wind W 3mph ave. outlet (5 id.) 84.5F
commeots clear, ho

DRY BUI.3 TEMPERATURE RATE OF AIR FLOW

ave. inlet (entire door) 76. 5F cfm/petson6
ave. outlet (entire door) 85 .9f Olt chariges/1cwt 4.5toS
ave. room (Slit.) 83.9F

WET BULB TEMPERATURE COMMENTS
(based on full moist ICA)

9.7 lb/lw miltwm 6VOu
3' ht. ave. inlet 71 .5F (partial toad).

ave. outlet 810.O Equilibrium estaU400~d.
5' ht. ave. inlet 71 .5F rNo condensol in appaent.

ave, outlet 82.5$

Fow* 51
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* BUILDING. NO. 3

* TEST NO. 10.,.

8/1/62 (0900) - 8/1/62 (2200)%

150 OCCUPANTS -10 SQ. FT. /PERSON

outlet (17.0 sq. ft.) Inlet (17. 0 sq. ft.)'

* ~ I.OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE
(based on full moisture load)

air temperature 68 -8WC

relative humidity 30- 46% ave. outlet (3' ht.) 84.OF
wind NW 3 mph av. outlet (5' hit.) 84.5F
comments clear, fiat

DRY BULB TEMPERATURE RATE OF AIR'FLOW
ave. inlet (entire door) 77.2f ctm/perwon 10 12
ave. outlet (entlie door) 86.4 ol changesaiur 6 to?7
ave. room (5' ht.) 84.$F

WET BULB TEMPERATURE COMMENTS
(based on full moisture load)

29 lb/hr moisture InPut
3' l. eve. ;nlel 77.5F (full lood).

ave. outlet 83.41F Equilibrium not esloblithed.
5' hit. ave. inlet 78.OF Condensation on second

av. outlut 84.CE story within 12 kwor.
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For Test I I (Figure 53) a different building configuration was used. Ths*.

* change mode between the conditions of this test and those of the Previous

series. of tests wa s the iLicrease in height of the air flowrcit from twe to

five stories. The conditions in the test space were continued as in Test 110.

The some amount of moistr input was mode, but the sensible toad was same-r

what greater than required. However, the effects of change In height

would still be expected to become apparent when the results of this test

were compared with those of the previous tests, considering the fact that the

changes in ambient conditions were not extensive.

Upon comparison with the previous test, it Is evident that the dry bulb tern-

perature throughout the test space showed very little change. The air 0

* change rate was increased, reaching 7 to 9 air changes per howx, as was

to be expected from the additional height. This increase was noat large,

however, as the air chang. rate In the Previous test was aout 6 to 7 air

changes per hour. The main difference In t4e two tests is noted in the roe-

tive humidity and effective toniperoture comparisons. In the previous tese,

effective temperatures bad quickly reached 85 F and tt. relative humidity

in the test -space was over 9M% with both coatinuing to rise when the test

was halted. In this test, equilibrium was reached at ower 11gure. Sim*

the dry bulb temperature throughout tlhe test space did Wo change oppciably.

these differences In results obviously come about as a neslt of de. crsd

relative humidity in the test space.
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The. relative humidity in the space during thiis pjiaod idi not exceed &IM,

a nd at most times was between 70% and 80%. The more favorable results

were due to, the inmrased& amount of cooler surface which was avoglabte

for condensation-of the water vapor fromn the air. The available surface

was more than doubed by the increase in length of the air flow circuit. f-

evidently this was a step in the right direction. Using all available cool'

SurfacS tO COndense0 Water vpr from the air is very desirable. Most con-

densation was occurring on the windows of the stair towers, in particular

an thoue of the inlet stair tower which were the cooles surfaces at all

times Juring th testing.

When large amounts of condensation occur outside the test wace, in amounts

nearly equaling the amowmt added to the apace, Inlet conditions to the space

will not be substantially affected and equilibrium conditions will be esab

lished. Hcwever, as was noted In Test 110, when this amount of Condnsaion

does Wo occur, teInlet humidity will be continually increasng aOW tl~em Is

no hope that equilibrium can be reoched.
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BUILDING NO. 3

TEST NO.1 I .

VIM/6 (1200) -8/4/62 (1730)

150 OCCUPANTS -10 SQ. FT. /PERSON

NW. SE

6 78O

4 64

oule (170. t.81)0 Eqilte (1.0sft .
5 hi ovt l~e? 7,OI ~ Conen~o ~poent

OUTSIDE ~ ~ ~ Fgw 5ODTOSEFCTV3EPRTR

(base on fulmosueod

4~~~~~~~4~~i te p r t r , * 4 . - . . . . . 4 . - . . . , . . . .-, , . 4 . . 4

relaivehumiity40-7% ae. otle (3 h.) 3.0



2 -Another method which would seerr to be. available for creating better can-

ditions, along wth the increase in cool surfoce area, would be to, decrease

the amount of latent beat addition in the test space. This would, in effect,

be accomplished only by decreasing the simulated occupancy in the space.

This was the method adopted for the next test.

For Test 012 trigwe 54) the configuration of the air flow circuit was not

changed from whet it had been in the previous test. The purpose a$ this test

was to determine the effect of reduced occupancy on air change rate and

space conditions. The latent and sensible heat additions were adjusted to

simulate an actuall occupancy of approximately 100 people in the teat space

which aminte to 1,5 sq. ft. of floor spa"e per person.

The air change adte through the space dropped to between 5 and 6 air

changes per how and theaoverage 4r bulb temperature syt the teot space.4

dropped to ao 83 F, although the "lbent outside temperature during this

test was higher *han In any previous test. The effective temperatmr no

3 ft. height did not exceed 82 F during this test, which would Indicate that

a Iower standard off occupancy might be helpful in critical locations to

ottain better space conditions. It should be noted that altho the *it

chWng role decreased from the previous test, &We to the fact that the occu-

POncY was lower, a larger flow of air per person was aii~ined (Figut* 54).
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BUILDING NO. 3.

TEST 4O. 12

8/6/62 (1400)- 8/6/62 (2200)

Ioo OCCUPANTS - 15 SQ. FT./PERSOI4

.. NW SE -

3 1

2

outlet (17.0 sq. ft.) elet (17.0 s. ft.)

OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE
* (bosed on full moistuoe lod)

Oi temperature 75 - 92F
relative humidity 40 -80% ave. outlet (3' ht.) 82,OF
wind S 6 mp ave. outlet (51 ht.) 82.8F
commnents hot

DRY BULB TEMPERATURE RATE OF AIR FLOW

ovr. inlet (entire door) 77.8F cm/petwn 13 to 15"
ave. outlet (entire door) 84.IF air chongeocu Sto6
ave, room (5' ht.) 83.2F

WET ULS TEMPERATURE COMMENTS
(boted on full moistute load) 18.4 Ib/1 it.mdity "

3' ht. ave. inlet 74.OF (ner fulf load).
-7 ave. outlet G0.Of Equilibrium telod.

5, t1. ave. Inlet 74.2F

eVt. outlet 82.OF

Fl~jur. 54
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It would seem possible in looking at the results of Test f12 to reach a point

of simulated occupancy which would not create a sufficient driving force

to give the air change rote necessary for the n.mir Of occPM th

test space. In Test 113 (Figure 55) the simulated occupancy was decreased

to about 75 persons amounting to 20 sq. ft. of flor space per pean It

was also decided to use more available wall and window space for con-

densation during this test. For this reason, the top floor doors of the dor-

mitory room were now opened, greatly increasing the availabl, window

area.

As a result of the decrease in avallable wall area ond reduction In occu-

pancy, the air change rate was lowered slightly from the previous test but

the rate of air flow per simulated occupant was again increased. .The

effective te"Mperatw was a rather low 81 F et a 3 ft. height with rougly

the soma dy bulb temletaw're in the test space. ThIs wuvid |nicate that

the increase In available window area and Infilttation amae around the

windows had the dimrd effect of reducing the moaiu'e in the air to better

It
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BUILDING NO. a

TEST NO. t3'

8/7/62 (1200) - 8/0/62 (0800) -

75 OCCUPANTS -20 SQ. FT. /PERSON

- NW S

room doors opn to corridors - this floor

-4

outlet 7l.O0sq. ft.) Inlet (17.Osq. ft.)

OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE TEMPERATLRE

sit temperature 64 - (bsdonfl ni.Fw od
relative humidity 50 -70% ave. outitt (3' ii
wind W 7mph ave. oullot (5 .) 82.OF
Comments ho, "uid

DAY ULS TEMPERATURE RATE OF All FLOW

ave. inlet (entire door) 78.0 Cffm/pftftan Ito 1
ave. outlet (entire Soot) 84. 5F air cthonguaho~w55

G r. oon (S1 ht.) 83.5F:

WET 6ULS TEMPERATURE COMMENTS
(1bawd on fullI moislute load)

14.7 lb/1w hunklity Iirpu
31 Me. ave. inlet 74.OF (full load).

OV6. outlet 80.OP Equiltiuan tochied.

5M.avo. Inlet 4O

Flow* 55



It was shown in Tests 112 and 113 that the Opening of the domitory room

doors had a desirable effect- on improving conditions in the tet spaces. In

Test #14 (0igure 56) the simulated occupancy-was aain ralsed to t. may!- .

mum of 150, equivalent to 10 sq. ft. per person. Also, the stair tower

doors to the top two floors were now opened and the cdmit" room door

on each floor were opened. It was expected that, the incresed volume and

wall area would help dissipate more heat and moisture and in this manner

improve conditions in the test space to a tolerable point. Hwoever, this

did not prove to be the case as the test had to be terminated before equi-

librium was reached because of excessive effective temperaure in the

test space. The ambient outside condltlons at the time of thWs s may

vety well have caused the poor results since the weother was hotand

humid.

In

I.%
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% . BUILDING NO- 3

TEST t4O. 14

8/8/62 (130 - 8/9/62 (2)00)

150 OCCUPANTS - 10 SQ. FT. /PERSON

NW SE

room dosopen to corr ir - this

outlet lOs. ft.) inlet (17.0 1q. ft*)

OUTSIDE CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE

air tonipratuoe 55 - 84F
rettive humidity AO - 60% ave. outlet (3' ht.) 04.OF tl
wind N 2-3 mh ov. outlet (5- i.) 5O

DRY BULB TEMPERATURE RATE Olt AIR FLOW

ave. inlet (tntir, door) 79.8F ctn/pewa lt.t 12

ave. Outlet (entire doar) 86.6f Olt C6q/D 6 to?
ave. MOM (5" ht,) 8SAF

WET BULB TEMPEATURE CMET
(bawed on fullI moitture, toad)

30 lb/hr moitstut*r Unpu

3 it. ov* inlt 75.3F (near full toad).
ao. outlet 611.0F eq~~run .abliiwed.

51 it. Gvo. inlet 7*

Fgut. -56
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I In Test 4f5 (Figure 57) the simulated occupancy was changed tooaccount

fog 100 people ir an effort to see if the effect of decreasing occupancy

would improve conditions. The situation wis the same as in Test14,

except for the lower occuponcy. The stair tower domi leading into the

top two floors were again open, as were the dormitory ro damr on-

1Z 0.both Mtors. This four day-test was the lonOes continuous test conducted

In Building No. 3. The air change tote was about thesame as hadbe0

found in Too01i2 under simi lor conditions of occupancy, about 5 ow

* changes per hour, *ven though the window surface area vw Increased

greatly. This might be accounted for by the fact that during thi tatk

period the ambient outs conditions were much diffurmnt Ohwn Aming

Test 812. The amblient condittloms were cold and &Vni witho high relative

huildity. More condensation would likety occur b*A the SlgrahIO. of

* .~vstt to t16 outside from t0* Tnsde would likely be ,lpmw. it Is also

true that the tow Its of Test 112 Indicated the t f6 the v~a sensibl Ond

* l~tent tood, the tost qpac conditions tttd boew *we tOwn adequat. A

change for the better then, a In this test, w"ul not be too.ce
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BUIMIDNG No.. 3

* TEST NO. 15

8/9/62 (0630) - 8/13/62 (100

10D OCCUPANT~S -13SQ. FT. /PERSON

~-NW S

rooau doors open to corridors - this ft

Absd nfll wfo)

ouIte twm 40. sq h., *g. let (. sq. f. 1

OUTSIE CONDITIONS ERAETE F AiftPLOW

(60ve huiiy49%**utlet (efiir doe) 84781.0bngm 1 c'
wv.fin NE25 0o'N*Vio 5,..)$10

0EY SUI11 TEMPERATURETECOf Al FLO

0v#. outet edw 47f NrOlt uigi)%Ow .
aveh. fve. (51let 8.3FRo'smeotr epl

ave. outlet 77.5F Nutiv of 9eeatIxe lo.

ave. oulet 77.Fig 57i tftauelw

Flw V



For Test 116 (Figure 58) the conditions were returned to those of fu~ll occu-

pancy or to sensible ond latent load oi 150 people in a space averaging about

83 F chy WA16 tempratuse. These occupancy conditioac wore the. somie as'

those of Test- III in which the equilibrium cond*,tions reached were considered

to be unsuitable for continued occupancy, and Test 114where equilibirum

conditions lhad not been reached. The addittion of can open window on the

top floor of the air flow circuit, along with the additional window space

available for- cooling and condensation were expected to create an Imprve

mont in conditions for this test.

The air change rate in-this test proved to he substantially the some as had

been found in Test 11 1, varying between 7 and 9 air, changes ptr hour.

During this tast, however, the effective temperature remained at or below

83 F whereas previously the effective temperature had been near 85 F. The

only apparent reason for this Improved condition was the opert wln~ow on the

top floor. The open window was located on the leeward end of the building.

This dIJ not create a path for wind to flow through the bui Iding as had been

done In some of the Initial tests. However, It did seem to provide adequte

means of dusslpating excessive heat arnd molsture In the circulating a~r.

The effects of many variables have been qualitatively deduced-from this

series of tests, although no quantitative results can be formulated. The

qualitative results are discussed in more detail in the Summary and Con-

clusions of Chapter 7.
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BUILDING NO. 3

TEST. -N0. 16

8/13/62. (1700) 8/A4/6J (0830)

150 OCCUP'ANTS -10 SQ.. FT..PEtSQN

~-NW SE

room doors open to corridors - this floor.-

outlet (17.0 sq. ft.) inlet (7. 0 sq. ft.)

OUTSIDE CONDMTONS EFFECTIVE TM RTR
(based oun fullI moisiure load

air temperature 60 - 7OF
relative humidity 75 -90eute 3'h. 83.0F
wind S 1-4 mph ave. outlet (3# ht.) 830

comments mild, humid

DRY BULB TEMPERATURE RATE OF AIR FLOW.4ave. Inliat (entire doo) 77.11F clh/pevson 12 to 15

*ave. outlet (entire d&o). 86.2F air chang#.out Ito 9

aVe. room (5' ht.) 83.2F

WET BULB TEMPERATURE COMMENTS

3' ht. ave. Inlet 71 .5F 28 lb/hr moi1sture Input
ave. outlet 80.2f (somewhat less than full loci)-

5' ht. ave. inlet 71 .5f Equilibrium established.
ave. oiuttt 80.3F

Fiur 58
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One additional test, Test 117 (Figure 59), was made at this time. In this

test, an attempt was made to ascertoin the conditions in a "side room* under

simuated cand tions similar to those of Test 116 except that no delberate

-i-' openings appeared in the air flow circuit. The location and configuration

of the "side room" in rolation to the main test space is shown on the bte,-

mnent plan (Fgure 42).

Interest was expressed as to what conditions would exist if "side roonsv

were opened into the main basement test space. These "side ram* spacs

could not be expected to exhibit the-air change sate found in the main test

space, primarily because they would not hove separate inlet and outlet.

The fact that there Is only one opening to the *side kvom" *os that air

movement in and out of the room would have to talre place through the some

opening. Since this is the case, the wator vapor method of determIning the

*Iai change rote becotnes practically impossible in the side room" itself.

Therefore, the tracer gas decay method of determining air change rate wa
used In the "side room" and fhe air change rWe did not exceed the limits of

capability of the methd.

The mcin test space was cosldred to contain 150 people or 10 sq. ft. per

person, und In the specifled "side room" 50 peoplo or 20 sq. ft. per person

were simulated. The ratlo of semible to latent heat was not to be QIffefent

in the spaces, a the 'side room" ws expected to roach as high a temperature

ais that in the main test spact.
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BUILDING N~O. 3

- TEST 'NO. 17

8/17/62 (1000) -8/17/62 (00

*MAIN SPACE 150 OCCUPANTS - 10 SO, FT. /PERSON
"SIDE ROOM" 50 OCCUPANTS - 20 SQ. FT. ./ERSON

* *Dote below based on both spaces beig occupied

* room doors open to corridors - this floor

Yoom doors open to corridors - th~is floor

'.44-4

(boeo'tul msue lo d)

I I . .

widS 4p v.outlet (175q.f. ilt)7. sq. f

DUTID CODULB EFCTV TEMPERATURETEOARFLWbohpc)
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It was anticipated that the water vapor method of determining cir change

rate could be used in the total basement space, giving at least an overage

air chane rote for t"etwo combined spaces. twfonbuve tc

some condensation on the cold exterior wall in the *side room" took place

throughout the test ing. The amount of candesation did not se to be

* enough to radically change the calcilated air change rote, although that

rote would no doubt be lower hod no condensation taken place. The cal-

culated air change rate was between 6 and 8 air changes per hour in the

two combined spaces. Due to the condensotioji, these could probly be

ore accurately placed between 5 and 8 air changes per hour.

The results of the tracer gas decoy metho, utilizing the N.B.S. Portabl

Woiltration Meter, indicated an air change rote In the "side room* whilch

:11 was higher than had been anticipated and was on the borderline of the rnge

of reliability of the Instrumeunt. With a double door opening of 34.8 sq. ft.

Into the "side room' an air chong. rote of 3 air changes per houir was found.

Later, with a single door opening of 17.4 sq. ft. Into the 'side ram"U an alt

change rote of 2.S *it changes pot hou was obtained.

The temperature ;n both moin test space and "side rowm" roe above 80 F.

but the average ef fective te~nperolre Irk the main Itoi space was nevw

above 82 F and the of fective temperature In the "Sid. room* did not moth

event this point. This is In lin* with the results in th, previous too.
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One fact that must niot be ignored is that the N 5 1id room opnn a a

the irlet to the main test space, and as a result, the air flowing past the

door Wno, the 'sd omm was the coal inlet air. Them. Is no Aksk that

this situation helped to hold the "side room* temperature and humidity

ta, comfotble conditions, as well as to improve the air change rate In the

room. Hod the *side room* be off the warm or outlet end of the main

test space, the air that would be changing would olreodyte hot and humid.

Then, the temperature in the *side room* would necessarily have risen

above the temperature in the main test space. The air change rate would

probably have been lower, ad this also would have tended to increase the

slde room* temperature. The slde moom" effective temperature, under

these conditiov- may have approached the maximum, limit or sswpossed t

A sunxnoy of pertinent test data for building No. 3 is shown In Table 7.
The vorious air flow circuit configurations employed in the tests ane AD

oresmaNtd 021gue 60).

4 
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TEST NO. I
IIWindowsat base ofSE stairtower open.

Windows at top of NW stair tower open.
-- Vol. ratio - test space to circulation space 0.95.

Inlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.
outlt LJ;n~tOutlet opening 17.0 Sq. 4k.

Deliberate openings at top of lboth stair towess.
Mechanical venti lotion system operati.

1171Vol. ratio - test space to circulation space 0.95.
"Inlet" opening 17.0 sq. ft.

Wilt "Outlet* opening 17.0 sq. ft.

TEST NO. 6
No dleliberate openings except basement doos to

stair towels.
r7 Vol. ratio - test space to circulation space 0.95.

E22MMEMM Inlet" opening 17.0 sq. ft.
*otlt "Inlet* -Outlet- opening 17.0 sq. ft.

-0-NWSE -

TEST NO. 7
stair tower closures above second stosy.

* .4, -Stair tower doors opeii on second story.
* Vol. ratio - test "pce to cliculation space 0 0.60.

Inlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.
outletInletOutlet opening 17.0Osq. ft.

TEST NO. 9
Stair tower closures above second story.
Stair tower dow's open on second staev.
Vol. ratio - test taco to circulation space 0.60.
Inlet opening 17.0Osq. ft.

oult ne Outlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.

COMPARISON OF AIR FLOW CIRCUIT CONFIGURATIONS -BUILDING NO.)3

Figure 60V
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TEST SUMMARY BUILDING NO. 3

Otieconditions
air temperature 66-82F 61 -78F 50-69F 60-BIF 60-78F

reaiehmdt 09ro 70-95% 4-5/ 30M 50-80%
wind irecton SNW S
widsed35mh 7 mph 2-4 mph 3-5 mph 3 mph

av.ilt7.F 70.5F 7.F4O 76.5F

veoult7.F 67.OF 7.F 1O 85.9F
av.rw7.F 72.5F 8.F16 83.9F

ay.ilt(1 25 63.8F 71.5F
ave. outlet (31 76.OF 78.5F 81LOE

av.ilt(' 64.5F 63. OF 71.5F

ave oult(, 82.OF 92 82.5F

Effective temperature
ave. outlet (3)*76.OF sat. 81lOE 83.OF
ove, outlet (5) *82.OF tat. BZ7 84

Air flow
c*/ero 2 5 to 7 8

air chonges/hovlr Rapid. Rapid. I to 1.5 3 to 4 4.5 to 5

Convnents Deliberate Deliberate Takcen Token Partial
openings. opening%. moistur ,lw moisture
*No occu- 'No occu- load. load. lod.

pants. Pont$. Equilibrium bi Equilibrium
________________ - ____ __ _______ reached. jreached.

Water vopot method for determining air change totes used in oil testsexcept Test 017.
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TES NO . .0

Stair tower closures above second story.
__________________Stair tower doors open on second story.

I Vol. ratio - test spce to circulation space =0.60.

Inlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.
oult L inlet Outlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.

:11TEST NO. I1
Stair tower doors open on ifth story.

________Vol. ratio - test "pcc to circulation space 0.45.
Inlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.
Outlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.

SE-

Stair tower dooms open on fifth stoy.
Vol. ratio - test space to circulation space 0.45.
Inlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.
Outlt opening 17.0 sq. ft.

* 4 ~~- NW r~TST NO. 13 ~ ffhsoy

Stair tower doors openonfKSry
____________Room~ doors on fifth story open to corridors.

Vol. ratio - test spoce to circulation space0..
1 *~ Inlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.

cutlet Wnet Outlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.

COMPARISON OF AIR FLOW CIRCUIT CONFIG XRATIONS -BUILDING NO. 3

Figure 60 (Cont.)
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Table 7 (Cont.)

-~.TEST SUMMARY BUILDING NO. 3

TES NO. IQIt1 13

Duration of test 13 hrs. 30 his. 8 his. 20 hrs.
Simulated occupancy 150 150 100 75
Floor area per person 10 sq. ft. 10 sq. ft. IS sq. ft. 20Osq. ft.

Outside conditions
air temperature 68-W0 67-80F 72-92F 64-8F
relative humidity 30-46% 40-74% 40-80 50-70%
Vend direction NW S S W

* .. wind speed 3 mph 2-5 mph 6 mph 7 mph
comments Clear, hot Ctecar,hat ho ot I

Dry bulb temperature
ave. inlet 77.2F 77.7F 77.817 78.4F
&ft o. outlet $6.4F 86.417 SCI 84.5F
a". room B4.8P 94.5F 83.2F 83.5F

Wet bulb temperature
ave, inlet (3') 77.5F 74.OF X~F 740F

* eve outlet (3') 83.01' 81OF 80-OF 80.0F
ave. inlet (5') 78.OF 744W 74.21 74.O
ave. outlet (5') 84.OF 83.OF 82.OF 80.5F

Effective temperature
mve. outlet (3) 84.OF 83.OF 82,OF 81 .OF
ave, outlet (51) 84.SF 84.5F 82.81 82.OF

* Air fOew
g fo'Persoe 10 to12 12 to 15 13fo15 18 to 19

*It changei/howt 6 to7 7 to9 5106 5.5

Cnwuwnts Fullmatos- Full mots- Full mot Full ols-
ture load. ture lowd. turo load. tuwo toad.

* .1Equilibrium Equilibrium Equilibrium Equilibriums
.1nnt reached. reached. reached. reached.

Water vapor method for determining air change rates used in oll tests except Test Ill.
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TEST NO. 14
/~~--~ ~Stair tower doors open on fourth and fifth stories.
~~.----' ' -.-- ~Roorn doors on fourth and fifth stories open to

________corridors.

IQ______________ Vol- . ratio - test space to circulation space = 0. 10.
Inlet opening 17.0 sq. ft-

Outlet inlet outlet openinhg 17.0 sq. ft.

TEST NO. 15
i CAINStair tower doors open on fourth and fifth stories.

c~l IRoom doors on fourth and fifth stories open to

Vol. ratio - test space to circulation space 0. 10. 1
Inlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.

outlet inlet Outlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.

Stair tower doors open on foutth and fifth stcolie.
Room doors oforhadifh stories o"an to

corridors.
4 Otte window open on fourth story at NW eW.

Vol. ratio - test space to circulation Spacm 0. 10.
Inlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.

oetinlet Outlet opening 17.0 sq. ft.

SE -

____ ____ ____TEST NO. 17
Building canfigurotion samne as In Test 15 with the

addition of a "side room"~ in the citcult.
ill ;..; Vol. rotlo - "sidie eoom* to main test spce -~ 0.70.

*Side toomr" opening 17.4 sq. ft. - single door.
outetInlet 34.8 sq. ft. - doubl* doors.

COMPARISON OF AIR FLOW CIRCUIT CONFIGUIRATIONS -BUIDING NO. 3 -

Fivure 60 (Cant.)

14.
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Table 7 (Cont.)

TEST SUMMARY BUILDING NO.-3

TEST NO. 1 4 i5 16 17

Duration of test 11 11C. 104 hs. 16 hrs. 10 hrs.
Simulated occupancy 150100 0I 150+50-
Floor area per person 10 sq. ft. 15 sq. ft. 10 sq. ft. 1020sq.ft.

Outside cond;tio
air temperature 5-84F 50-80F 60-70t: 68-75F
relative humidity 40-% 40-90% 75-90% 45-50%
wind direction N NE S SW
wind speed 2-3 mph 2-5 mph 1-5 mph 4-8 mph
comments hot, C lear variable mild, humid clear,, cool

Dry bulb temperature
ave. Inlet 79. OF 77.3F 77.!1F 77.OF
ave. outlet 6.6F 84.7t 86.2F 85.OF
ove. room 85.3F 82.3F 83,2F 83.OF

Wet bulb temperature
ave. inlet (3') 75..V 68.7F 71 .5F 75.OF
Cve. outlet (3') 81 .OF 77.5F 80.2F 80.5F

Inlet (5') 75.3F 68.91 71.5F 73.OF
,ave. outlet (W) 82.3F 77.9! 80.3F 81.0=

Effective temperature
ave. outlet (3') 84.0 81 .OF 83.OF 82.0F
ave. outlet (5') 85.OF 81.OF 83.0F 82.5F
ave. "side room" (5') 81.5P

Air flow
cfm/penon to to 1 ' 12 to 13 12 to 15 8 to 9*

air chm"/hour 6 to 7 5 7 to 9 2.5 to 3

Comments Full mots- Full mos- Full mots- Full mols-
ture lod. uW* load. twe load. ture load.
Equillbrium Equilibrium Equilibrium Equilibrium
not reached, not reched. reached. reoched.

*asi;de roonm

Water vapor method for determining dlt change rates used in all tests except Test 017,
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* -. ~*CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL VENTILATION FACILITY

PtMPOSE OF FACILITY

One of the main objectives of this research Fwoject was the development of

a reliable method for mewasuring the rate of natural ventilation In shelr

*=aes. Because of the dificulty encountered In testing the reliability of

various methods under uncontrolled conditions in potential shelter spaces,

a temporary fac ilty was constructed In an existing research buildin, for

this purpose. The facility was to be used as a means of checking lffeme*

eq~ipment and methods under vericus known conditions of air change rate,

temtperature. and humidity in the test chamber. The control of these cm-.

t~tlons could be ossuted only with thot use of a facility designe for lIs

DiCITION OF FACILITY

* $Pace in which to erect a test facility was obtaintd lna newly developed

research center. The butler (rto" building M~gure 61) hos tochkm roof

decking and continuous wnadows run (tam a 4 ft. heilght to the top of the

0 -6* hl ick wall. Interior partitions eight feet hig are the aovable

$"Wa type with plywood panels. All necessary mechonicol and electrical

* - facilitIes aWe within eaty acc~ss.

The partition between two x0 30' room was removed to provide a oce,

40axumotoly 30' x 60'. The entire, space was sealed from adjcent oo

%3
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I.7

as tighfly w possible without taping. Plywood panels were installed above -

the patitions to accomplish this closure.

A plan, section, and exterior view or' the test chamber which was constructed

within the 30' x 60' space are IlIlustrated. (Figures 62, 63, and 64). The

chamber was designed to satisfy-several criteria. Since air change rates

hod to be determined as accurately as possible, the- test. chamber was corn-

pletely sealed with caulking and tape. To prevent the introduced moisture

from escaping, stud walls and wood joist coiling were covered inside with

fatI-backed gypsum board with the foilI facing inward. To reduce the effects

of solar rocdiation through the windows in the building wall, a foil1-backed

gypsum board was also inatalled on th,.; out-side of the studs with foil foci,'ig

south. These ponels are visible in the exterior photo of the building

(Figure 61).

The approximate' size of the test chamber was 20' x 40' kc 8'. Water supply,

power supply, illumination, and drainage facilities were provided within

the space. Lamps outside the test chamber which were not absolutely

necessary for illumination were dismantled to reduce extraneous heat loads.

One door was provided at each end of the facility.

* The Inlet area to the test chamber (Figure 64) was a ofe squore foot clear

aroa cut in the inlet door. IAis small ate* provided the means for obtain-

Ing a very accurate indication of inlet air wet and dry b,,lI temperatures.

These were measured with a portable, automatic psychrometer described to

139'
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. Chapter z. The air was moved through the test chamber by means of a 500

duin centrifugal exhaust blower, which could be modulated to provide a rang.

ofal flow. The outlet conditsons were measured at the'entrace to the ex-

* houst blower. The air was exhausted from the test chamber to the atmosphere

through an 8* diameter galvanized pipe, which extended through the chcouwr

wall to the exterior of the building. The exhaust blower along with other

equipment located within the test chamber is illustrated in an Interior view

(Figure a5.

TEST RESULTS

Table 8 shows the results of a series of tests which were conducted In the

test chamber' for comparison of water vapor and tracer cas decoy methods of

determining air change rates. Helium was the tracer gas used in conjunclias

* with the Portobl* Infiltration Meter descuikid in Chapteir 2.

No& attempt was mode to simulate a specific number of occupants in the tooS

charnber by supplying a certain ratio of sensible to latent bedt. Therefo,

no effective temetratures have bee" tabulated. The exhaust blowe pro-

VWied control of the air change rote which was kept constant during each t.

The air change rotes indicated by the water vapor method and tracer, gas do-

coy method ore tabulated for com parison to this known rate. Space condtions

weve allowed to stabilize duringo a 12 to 24 hour perio prior to testing.

41.The tracer gee decay method appears to give a fair degree of accuracy far ely

* change tates a; or below 3 air changes pa~ howr. For higher rates, hawwo,

the results wre les reliable.

-Z4
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It was noted du~gthis series of tesstttedendblyofhercr

gas decoy method is not limited only by the air change rate. Reliable 4

sensing devices placed at different locations in the space often .j~catv

very different air change rotes. It is difficult to determine where thoe

sensing devices should be placed to give an average air change rate

through the space. Sensing devices in some locations will indicate very

high air change rates while in other locations low rates will be observed.

The problem then is to determine what the average air change rate is.

Thus, the tracer gas decay method is good for determining air change rates

of low magnitude only in the immediate vicinity of the sensing device and

* cannot be used to determine average air change rates Ir a large "pce with-

out considerable difficulty.

The water vapor method seems to be reliable for a large range of air

change rates and for different rates of moisture input to the space. Since

inlet and outlet conditions are measured automatically throughout the

testing period, the water viapor method gives a continuous record of air

chanige rates throughout the test period, and is not restricted, as are tracer

gas decoy methods# to one or two checkts per day. Also, the tracer gos

* . decay method requires con tinuous attendance of personnel familiar withth

insituments being used, but the water vapor method places little additional

S. work load on the port of rceeach personnel. However, in order to obsaln

oweful test results in a potential sheter &pact using the water vapor metho,

the full moisture load equal to that which ould actually be *mifted by the
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shelter occupants must be added to the space.

Next to possible moisture condensaztian on -cold surfaces, -the greatest con-

cern with the water vapor method is the possible migration of water vapor

into or out of the walls, furnishings and other surfaces which would give an

untrue record of the air change rate. However, by exercising sufficient

care in testing, and by using records obtained only when an equilibrium

state has been reached, the results will be as good qs any. thoa re obtained

by other methods. In future testing it would seem wise to pre-condition the

surfaces so that water vapor migration would be minimized. Under this con-

dition, the water vapor mrethod would be the best cliciice of ail presently

* known methods which could be used.

Another instrument utilizing the troce gos 4ecay method was tested, with

Freon 12 as the tracer. The Westlngause Electronegative Gas Detector

described in Chapter 2 was ovailable for testing In the test chamber for a

* . short period of time, during which favorable results were obtained. However,

it was not checked under ilifferent conditions of humidity, temperature, and

air flow because of time limitations. Therefore, its adaptability to the

] desired use is not definitmly known. From the limited amont of operation in

the test chamber, this device seems to have goad possbilltles. It Is easy to

operate, and is cotsideted quite stable. However, before It con be

recommende-d for the intended purpow of this research project, it should

be more thoroughly checked.

147
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-~CHAPTER7.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

* INSTRUMENTATION

Ans important objective of tiss reseorch project was-to develop reliable

techniques icor measuring the natural flow of air in shelter spaces. The

following ore summary statements regordhig the opplicability of the

*--i various methods investigated.

N 1. Leak detectors, such as the Generol Electric Type H-11, designed

... for detecting leaks In refr~gtrotion equipmenti are not recommnended

for measuring air change rates in building spaces.

2. The N.B.S. Portable Infiltration Meter, using helium w ti trise

* gos, would be sotisfactory for d.'itermiing the air change rate in a

building space under cortoln limiting conditions. These canditions

are: (a) a fan ly conatont temperature and relative humidlty Q

good mixing of the building spate ar with very little turbulence; and

(c) a constant air change rote which is within th. limits of t" trowe

gos decoy method cod equipment capability (opproximetely 3 oft

changes per hour maximum).

% 3. The Westirighov.ie Electronegotivo Gas Detector would be sotisfoclory

for determining the air change %at* In a building space unde certai*

limiting conditions. These conclitions ar*.: (a) thn.h in of j
* .4.149



*air and the tracer gas in the space; QI, Prvs~ Of a method of

standardization; and (c) a constant air change rote which is within

the limits of the tracer gas decay method and equipment capability

(approximate ly 3 to 4 a. c changes per hour maximum).

4. The tracetr gas decoy technique, although extremely useful in this

work, is not really suited for measuring laigo quantities of air cir-

.4 culation because of the reasons mentioned in the proceeding state-

ments.

i. Direct velocity measurements with a calibrated hot wire anemometer

could be used to determine air change rates in building spaces based

upon limited observations in this research prqject. The annmmter

must be accurate over the range of velocities that could bo expeted

in this type of study. Air flow must be unidiredtional at all inlets

and outlets of the space.

6. The water vapor method is the bet of the methods used in this study

(or determining air change tates in building spaces. It Is fairly

accurate tor a large range of aft chop-go rates pwavldeJ a state oF

moisture stability *ists In reference to the surfaces and mforials

within th, space.

7. Comparison of air change rates detetriind by water vapor veu tracer

gas decay meth"d yielded correlotlone on the order of 1.0 to 1.15

with the known air change rates whaft equilibrium conditions wr
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* ~~~~~obtained in the test chambor of: the experimna vetlto aiiy.

For air change rat ee 6tlgher than 3 per hour, the tracer sas decay

ate0K becante less =ccurate.

TEST PROCEDURE

T'he following test procedure was developed as a result of the tasting pro-

gratis in this research project.

I1. The test space is tightly sealed'froa adjacent spaces, using tap to

close alt cracles, except wher, air is expected to onter and leave the

space.

2. Heat and moisture producing equiPment is installed in th, test space

to simulate occupants. Sensing devices wre located tlwauGlW the

space to monitor Increase 'I temperature amd haldy.

3. After the temperature and humidity condItions approach equ1librium, .

the effective temperturecwnbe calculate, This value will nommlly

bo maximum at. th Outlet.

4. The air change rate can be calculated by any r~lkible mothed.

5. If the effective temperature oxceeds 83 F at o politt In t, teW

%pace, or the air ebhoge rate produces less than 3 cfm pot penars, the

space coniions are considered suoandard in accordance with ctde

for this Project.
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6. If space conditions are substandard, an attempt should be mode to im- 1
prove them. This improvement might Include changing th, simulated

TEST RESULTS

The following conclusions and statements have been developed bowd UPMr

data obtained during the testing programs. The coickosons or* comservotiv ly

stated since many of the variable factors could not be stablizedom

lengthy testing period. Effective temperature has be". conrected to Nill

moisture load conditions for those tests in which a re&Aced IDOUIwe load wa

simulated. -

I . Limited time andi the priority of other objectives mods It Impractical

to determine what percentage of fresh outdoor air wa contained In

the air circulcted through the, tW space.

2. Thus for, there hove been no ossuronces thaf o*yg and carbion d-

oxide content in the Itos spaces have been kWp iadlet cootrol.

3. There has been wo correlation evideot between outdoor and Indoo

enviroonentol conditions.

4. Horizontal citculaion, by gritvity 0vtojh a W sp ace, of 1000 suire

Wct (10 iquar feet qpotseon) in t6e batewwal atea of a bWiding Is

morginol for producing an odequote numbe of air changes per 6wu.

Also, there is no ossironce that the quoiity of Owe circul*ng air wUi
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be satisfactory for shelter occupancy. (Test 14, Building No., 1)

5. Inadequate natural air nmove.lent as demonstrated by an excessively

high effective temperature existed under conditions of 10 square feet

per person in the basement test space of a 5 stary building when that

space was connected to stair towers which were cloked both to the

-outside air and to all corridors in the building. (Test 16, Buil ding

w. 3)

6. Far a building with circulation limited to one story plus basement and

occupancy of 15 square feet per person, more than 3 cf pe penamn

*it circulation by gravity occuuned when the outlet penlnp wim

approximately 0.5 square feet per person and locoted near the top of

the test sPOce. Howeve, effective tempeoture data wa not

reliable for this building configurotIon. (Tet 3, lIlding No. 2)

7. A bsement tet spoce with appoximotety 10 iquoe fett per pemnot

a smulaed 2 stoty &1?1vn3 prO ed on air (low of apoxIfmately to

to 12 cfm t per pow Howeer, the effective tepenolie approocld

85 F wif4pn a 12 hou perio, and equillbri'u hd wot been reached.

(Too 110. Buildin No. 3)

8. ta o$5 siofr building, of a cpocity of 10 square feet per person in

the brnement test spoce, Olt flows of poximotely 10 to 12 tIn pwr

pers were attained when stair tonnrs wee closed to the ouside but

pe.,ed to the top t** loo and all interior doon of the dolto'y
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rooms on those floors were opened. However, an effective, temperature

of approximately 85 F was reached before equilibrium was established.

(rest #4, euuidrngNo. 3)

9. In a .5 story builIding, at a capacity c; 15 square feet per peron in

the basement test space, air flows of approximately 12 to 13 cfmn We

person were attained when stair towers were closed to the outside but

open to the top two floors and all interior doors of the dormitory

rooms on those floors were opened. The effective temperature was

81 F after 104 hours of testing; however, equilibrium hod not been

reached due to continually changing extertal- conditions. (Test 15,

Building No. 3)

10. In a test space, with approximately 10 square feet per person In the

basement of a 5 story building, air flows of 12 to 15 ofin per person

were recorded. Interior doors to the stair towers were kept open at

bottom and top levels. Effective temporatures were approximately

85F and equilibrium hod been reached. (Test 911, Building No. 3)

]I. I n a test space, with approximately 15 square feet per person In th

basement of a 5 story building, air flows of 13 to 15dcm per person

were recorded. Interior doors to the stair towers were kept open af

bottom and top levels. 'Effective temperatures were below 85 F and

equilibrium had been reached. (Test 012, Building No. 3)
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12. In a test space, with approximoely 20 square feet per person in the

basement of a 5 story building, air flows of 18.to 19 cfm per person

were recorded. Stair towers were closed to the outside but-open to

the top flocr and all interior doors of the dormitory rooms on-that

floor were opened. Effective temperatures were below 85 F and

equilibrium had been reached, (Test 013, Building No. 3)

13. In a test space, with approximately 10 square feet per person in the

q. basement of 6 5 story building, air flows of 12 to 15 cfm per person

were recorded. Star towers were closed to the outside but open to

the top two floors and all interior doors of dormitory rooms on tk.se

floors were opened. Also, a single window was open near the top

or the leeward side of the building. Effective temperaturez were

below 85 F anr equilibrium hod been reached. (Test 116, Sulklfng

No.3)

14. With conditions similar to those doscribed Irv 13 above# and an

additional simulated occupancy of 50 (20 sq. ft./peson) In a wilde

room" with a single entrance, air flows of 8 to 9 cfm per person ware

recorded in the "slde room.* The ove*roge effective temperature In

both spores was below 85 F. (T0/17, BuIlding No. 3)

15. The wvk done tlx % for'shows thot undtr favorable c nditions, bows-

. mnet spaces can be adequately vetilated by gravity alaoe
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16. The results summarized above should be very wefut as interim uneasures.f

The work to date has provided a valuable insight into Owe phenomena

and relioble measurement of natural air flow andltb potential CO;pl-

cation for use in the identificotion-of spaces nto *tNoiese reco~gnized

as usuohie shelter.- In addition, knowledge of potential natural von-

tilotion greatly enhances the use of mechanically ventilated spaces In

the event of power failure.

Much additional, work needs to be done to 4avelop genrailz*4 c*nd relia~le

criteria for the use of natural ventilation in occupied shelter spaces annew

and existing buildings. A suggested program, Rtcomor~notions for Furihai

Study, is included in Appendix A.



' APPENDIXA

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY'

A suggested progrom contains ten ukA-lasla as follows:

TASK TITLE PACE

P-1 Outide Infiltration Measurements A-2-

P2 Building "Iyping" for Natural Ventilation Potential -- A-4

P-3 Reliable Measurement of Natural Ventilation A-- - 6

P-4 Notural Vetl ltion in Ccmportmente4 Spaces - --- A-7

P-5 Methods for Enhancing National Ventilation In Shelter% - A-8

P-6 Simple Mechanical System for Increasing Ventilation
Rates in Natural Ventilated Shelter Spaces - - -- A-9

P7 Natural Ventilation in Upper Stories of ~l m dna- Al

P-8 Natural Ventilation in Law buiI~ings ~' -AA I

P-9 Varlatiorr of Comfort Condiftions and SlncnlfIu
Tctimperature Gradient upon Optimum tii zation of
Space in Shelton~ Ventlated by Natural Means ---- A1

P-10 U-t~ of Models in Evat~aling Natural Ventilation of
shelters ~f b f Aol14

:1A
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TASK P-1 OUTSIDE INFILtRATION MEASUREMENTS

BACKGROUND

The use of natural circulation within a building to ventilate a shelter space

depends on natural dissipation of heat, humidity, carbon dioxide andl

other products of living perarts. The dissipation of these piroducts from th0

building to the weather depends on a number of related factors. The factor

to be studied specifecally under this program is the tightness of the building

walls and the magnitude of weather ar infItration.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this tosk is to measure the air infiltration rate into a

building space, to determine the-dilution effect, and to evaluate this dato

in term of th6 number of peo that con be supported in a basement

shelter space. The not volume of weather air entering the building must

be ec"ua to ot greater than the volume of fresh air requlired In the shelter.

Beck flows as well ci Infiltration most be 4atermined before net volum, of

freh air con be ascertained.

PROCEDURE

.;.~ ~..' ~. Secure access to "nd operationol control of a multi-story building

havirq an iternal volume of at leost 250,0X) cu. It. or 0 ratio 4f

100cu. It. pot person iheltered.

2. Close the bujilding doors and windows and secure oil mochancl foes.

3. Open all inetiot'doors and inlernal pasages.

* ,* 4;A-2
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- 4. Instrument the building for determnining the infiltration rote by o,

tracer gas decoy method. Nhs willf require at least one sensing

device on eacht floor.-

xv5. Compute the infiltration rate for each floor and total tho infiU-

tration for the building.

6. Compare this total with the fresh air requirements for the tea

AA-3
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TASK P-2 BUILDING *TYPING' FOR NATURAL VENTILATION

BACKGROUND

Observations made during this resrearch project indicate thet natural ven-

tilation of shelter sroces, is possible under ca.oi cnditlom Som C1

thefacor whch nfuence naturalI air flow inclrude the type fbIding

from several aspects: (1) the "infiltration" characteristics of the building

and (2) the 'engineered a~r flow pattern",which exists (coincidentally)

because of normal arrangemnents of vertical ducts, stairs, elevators, 204.

corridors. With the adve;* of air conditioning in the- 1930's, modern

buildings are mbeinq built without natural ventilation flow paths a 'de-

liberate design of the building. If buildings are of appropriate type ancl

coincidentally hove on "ongineered air flow pattern" their use fmr natural

ventilated shelter -is enhanced. Inasmuch as the infiltratioa characteristics

and air flow paths ore two important requiremnents for natural ventilation,

It is desi mle to establish o Igeneral 'typing" of buildings for this purpw.

OBJECTIVES

I. Establish getier criteria foit potevtial naturally ventilotod shelte

systems in buildings.

2. Evolve a building *typing" system for use with naturol ventilation

rifef;*i to quickly ideafify buildings having potential notva4l

ventilated shelter spaces.

A-4
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PROCEDURE

1. Analyze experimental data from natural ventilation memsremu*

project to further evaluate those chiaracteristics of a buMrdrng whf

enhance natural air flow potteruw.

2. Conduct additional limited venti-lation studies whem necessary aid

feasible.

3. Evaluate magnitude in infiltration of typical buildings on badis of

construction type, window arid door types, walls* etc. V

4. Explore and attempt to doevise or adopt a building Otyping4 system

uweful for identification of "edr of magnitude of infiltration.

(e.g. a system as used in Boackhi Manual of Appraiials may be a

possible approach)

5. Explore and atmpt to devis, or adopt a building *typne syste

for natural ventll1,31ion 0o totled to vetical ducts, "ntt, caVddoniS

etc.

6. Explore compue *plan ceading" an criterlo program poulb~littls to

improve the usef~4ness and stond&wdiotion of -a buildirq 4WAlGI

system.

A-5



TASK~ P-3 RELIABL.E MEASUREMENT OF NATURAL VENTILATION

BACKGROUND

Air change measuremnrts which have been considered in various degrees

of thorou.ghness have been subject to characteristics witich tendi to affect

their accuracy. Humidity is notorious for Its affect on electronic equip-

ment. Some Instruments are sensitive to variations in the moisture content

of the air being tampled. Some instruments are limited in the distance

7 betwen sensing devices and meosvring equipment. Some techniques or*

tedious and time consuming where on instontaneous answer is desired.

, I-LOBJECTIVE

It is desired to develop an Instrument which can be operated simply and

with good roliobility in a program which moves from building to building.

Tracer gos decoy methods hovo considerable promise and it Is In this area

that much of the effort will be directed.

PROCEDURE

I. The several methods which hove bee#% utilized in ventilation studies

and *ny othets that may have beekn developed recently will be studied

for oust* end limitotions, including direct velocity measurement.

2. Selection of a method will be based on its promise to ochievo the

desired ttsults, ofter planned modiftcotions.

3. The modifi1ed system will be demonstrated under extremes of oxpos"x.

A-6



-.. TASK P-4 NATURAL VENTILATION IN COMPARTMENTED SPACES

A BACKGROUND

On the basis of experimental work in the measvrement of natural ventilation

(Contract OCD-OS-62-64), data indicates that significant air flaw con

I m-occur in comipartmented spaces te. 'side rooms, adjacent to main air

flow pattern). If an entire basement Wpace is used for shelter purpose,

flow of air in compartmented spaces becomes a matter of concern. In order

to further analyze the "compartmentation problem,!* it is desirale to con-

- duct a series of experiments in buildings having basement *reas with cam-

portmet.

OBJECTIVE

V1 I To determine the natural ventilation In typical bosemient shelter spar"

having compartments rot in the line of difrt air flow ("side rooms").

PROCEDUR~E

1. In the c~pelmentol test chaber and in specfic baemmn test spces,

* t vary air flow and tot 'how~c* c fivrotions to dotermine factom In-

flue'icng 124 flow potttriw.-

2. Establish "thewrtical maximum~ occupanlcy" for #ypcal "side room"'

( located adjacent to principal air flaw path.

3. Essablisi geoerol guidelines to aid ins predicting flow throgh typical.1* bawen spaces having "side tomse of varying size and wton 4&0n.

A-7
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TASK P-5 METHODS FOR ENCHANCING NATURAL VENTILATION
* -IN SHELTERS

BACKGROUIND

% Observations mode d&ng thi.- research project indicate that natural ven-

ftation in shel~e spaces. con Le unhonced by means of "pcific T"deliberao

openings* to the atmosphere. It is desirabl, to establish general guidelines

'"4 far determining the influence of various "deliberate openings" considering

air flow path in building, direction of prevailing winds, height of buildings,

and area ad location of openings.

OBJECTIVE

Establish general- guidelines for determining the influenc, of "daliberato

operingw on natural ventilation un~der various environmiental conditlorw.

PROCEDURE

I . Under various environmental conditions evaluate oxpetirnentolly tho

Influence of the following factors upon natural ventilation.

a. Suppkmentaty heot soutc*% In outlet stocks

b. Area and location of 'deliberate openingos

Sc. Direction and velocity of wind

d. Height of buildings

e. Air flow paths ir. buildings

2. Analyze expe;mentol data in order to) develop general guidelines for

* . enhancing ar flow frwougr' "delibeatt opennp.

3. Review typical busiding types to determine validity of usefulness

of the adeliberole opening* concept.

A-8 -
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TASK P-6 SIMPLE MECHANICAL SYSTEMS FOR INCREASING VEN-
TILATION RATES IN NATURALLY VENTILATED SHELTER
SPACES -

* BACKGROUND

During periods of minimum air circulation through shelter spce, it ay be,

necessary to supplement the natural air flow with mechanical air flow by

means of a manually driven blower. The blower needs to be arranged so

that several persons can provide the drive en&vgy to move sufficient air to

ventilate a space sheltering 50 or aw peum

OBJECTIVE

A Wig6 volume low static pressura fan or Row is to be designed and con.

structed to *Perate With oX* Or two POISOOIiw..

PR~OCEDURE

I . Investigate information on fans and blowers to deleffoine the can-

binotion which will yleld the- "ed Mow.



TASK P-7 NATURAL VENTILATION IN UPPER STORIES OF TALL
BUILDINGS

*1 BACKGROUND

Observations made durtng this research project inaco that naturbl ven-

tilation of sheltr spocesin bosements -is valid under cartain conditions.

There wre many cases where spaces in upper stories of tollI buildings might

be occupied for shelter reasons; lhence, it Is &d.-Meb to determine if

natural ventilation for shelter In upper stories of tinl buidings is possible

* . and fectsible under various-closur coriditioau.

* OBJIECTIVE

Determine the feasibility of the use@ of notural w hhtiioR In shelter spaces

* in tipper stories of tall buildings.

PROCEDIJE

W09.in typkal full scale 6AuIdings, jou"te ete change rates In test

"to~c i6. upper stories of tall Wuldings.

2. Detrmne wto enreathe nlflow ofr thrugh ka spacs

In~ upper stories of tall Luildings.

3. Determine influence of bownwens occuponcy wpo ratural air flow in

tost spaces in tall buldgs.

4. Develop Lwidelines to old in the selection of pcsentiot upper story

slielter spoces.

* I A-10



TASK P-8 NATURAL VENTIWA10N IN LWBUILDINGSI

BACKGROUND'

* Observations made during this research project indct that natural vm-

tion df shelter spaces is valid for multi-stary buildinpualv ctui

conditions, There exists, however, many basement shelwe sPQC main

trnuIH-story buildings. It is feasible to determine ways afeanwcI.

natural vesah lotion in basaemont spaces of single or two st 'xr builmp

OBJECTIVE

Determine Ike feasib~i ity of natural vent; lotion in *ioseneeaC q'oca.41

typical single story or two story NniMJtitknO type* builia.

PROCEDURE~

I. 3y experiment, dewemino nato" ventilation choracterjau ofs

typical simile and two 0soy 'Itaitutlonal Wton.0

* 2. Deleimlne ways to) ealiant she vent lotion chactiics ;a "vaqen

* ~q*G0 of C1.4910 or two twy bul Wifts.

3. Establish quideines to oid In te sieetion of bouemensa t~"a 0i00l&

and two story budding% which, might be feosWbl ft Mase "nd r -A

*A- I



TASK P-9 VARIATION OF COMFORT CONDITIONS AND SIG-
iNi(C ANCE OF TEMPERATURE GRADIENT UPON OPTIMUM

-UTILIZATION OF SPACE IN SHELTERS VENTILATED BY
NATURAL MEANS

BACKGROUND

* n order for the principles of natural ventilation to work successfully in

shelter spaces, there will be a variation of effective temperature from inlet

to outlet. Specific full scale experiments conducted to date indicate

differences between inlet and outlet temperatures of us much as 10 degrees F.

Because of this variation, the utilization of the spaces as a shelter could be

enhanced by careful arrangement of functions within the space. For example,

sleeping functlons might be placed- at one end (cool end) and activity func-

tions at the other end (warm end). In order to determine opfimum space

utilization in shelters having natural ventilation, two "kinds" of information %

must be developed.

I . A profile of effective temperature vaiotion through the area of a

naturally ventilated shelter under different characteristics of activity.

2. The influence of segregation of activity upon effective temperature

variation throughout a shelter space.

Obviously each of +hese is interdependent and would have to e Investigated

concurrently.

OBJECTIVE

i. To determine effective temperature profile through typical occupied

spaces (simulated occupancy) to be ventilated by natural means.

A-12
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2. Investigate optimum arrangement (by activity)-of interiors of spaces

* to be ventilated by natural means.

* PROCEDURE

1. Theoretical analysis of utilizotion of typical spt'ces 1xving effective

temperature variations within the shelter.

2. Experimental study on limited basis of variation of effective tempera-

ture-as a function of outdoor weather conditions, infiltration, air

* change rate, occupancy distribution, and occupancy activity.

3. Development of analog for evaluation of specific configurations,

shelter sizes, air change rates, occupancy density, distribution, etc.

4. Development of typical optimum utilization and configuration studies

to serve as guidelines for general use of shelter spaces ventilated by

natural means.

A-13V



TASK- P-10 USE OF MODELS IN EVALUATING NATURAL VENTILA-
TION OF SHELTERS

11ACKGROUND

The, problem of obtaining an entire multi-story building for ventilation

studies, even for a two week period, hies proved to an extremely difficult

one.

It would be, therefore, of greet value if a metho could be deviced where-

by scale modals, of the buIdings in queston, could be built and tested.

This testing under environmentally controlled condtition could be carried

out in ciimotometer facilities.

To date, very little has been doe -on solving the probleNo Involved In

scaling a building to a reasonable s;a*.

OBJECTIVE

* To determine the feasibility of using mnodals to predict th, natural flow off

air through multi -story buillfln..

PROCEDURE

1. Literature search for Information on previous work done in the fields

of model testing.

2. A mathematical analysis of the physical posetts involved. The aim

is to develop a series of dimensionles oun'bean tha would govern the

scaling iuch as the Reynold's number does In airplane destgn teiing.

A-14



3. Construction of a test model using the parameters obtained in Step 2.

4.. Laboratory testi ng of the model in climotonitter foci lities using

several weather conditions.

5. Use of the IBM 7074 in the calculation, comparison and evaluation

of data token.

6. Interpretation of results and comparison with 'data previously obtained

under cc-lual conditions.

7. Decision of the feasibility of using models mid their limitationm.

* A-15
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